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AEDITORIAL
ISIT  TO  NORI\rlcH,  England,   last  }fay  T)rovided  sev-
eral  forceful  reminders  of  how  rich  day-to-dry
life  can be  when people  care  enough  to  share.

Obvious  truth?  Undoubtedly.  But  its  obviousness  hasn't
seemed  to  commend  it  sufficiently  as  yet  to  Americans
whose  individualism  and  coxpetitiveness  renain un-
daunted  and undiminished.

As  Reg  Williamson,  ny  wife  and  I  lunched  in  the  As-
sembly  Rooms   (1754)   located  in  the  center  of Norwich,
Reg  proudly  told me  that  well  over  100  local  organiza-
tions  use  the  building  for  all  sorts  of meetings  dedi-
cated  to  a  sta.ggering  variety  of  human  interests.  The
building  is  a  beautiful  eighteenth  century  edifice
with  a  superb  nmsic  auditorium,  countless  meeting
rooms  and  a  delightful  fully-equipped motion I)icture
and  slide  viewing  room  that  looked  to  sea,t  at  least
250.

The  building was  given  to  Nolwich  in  the  early
eighteen  hundreds  by  a  benevolent manufacturer.  Organ-
izations  pay  nominal  sums  for  use  and  most  of  them,
including  the  cinema  and  gramophone  groups ,  receive
small  annual  subsidies  from Norwich  tax  funds.

Only  two  blocks  away  Norvich's  famed  nfaddermarket
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Bemard  Shaw.  1then  I  leaned  that  Norwich  has  a  popu-
lation  of  120,000  I  wondered  how  a  city  of  that  size
supports  the  quantity  of  art,  drama,  music  and  special
interest  groups  which  flourish  there.

But  the  more  we  talked with  the Williamsous  about
our wonder  at  this  rich,  ebullient  round of activities
the  more  we  becane  convinced  that  Norwich was  only  an
especially  lively  example  of what  goes  on  in  cities,
towns  and  even villages  throughout  Britain.  The  Brit-
ish  like  to  share  what  they  care  about.  And  getting
together  seems  to  intensify both  their  enthusiasm  and
their  grasp  of  their  avocations.

The  Williamsons  both  belong  to  the  local  Gramophone
Society,  part  of  a  national  federation  of  over  300

::::tg;:¥8 ::ic?e::a:::i ::e::nisi:e:i:;. e¥:;ta::
August.  The  sound  reproduction  system  is  usually
bought  and maintained  by members  as  a  special  effort.

A  colmittee  on program plans  things  quarterly.  Com-
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bus  themselves  there  and  back.  A member  presentation
of  an  evening  is  mostly music,  little  talk  and  that
mostly  biographical.  Refreshments  for  25¢  close  the
meeting  proxptly  at  9:30.

T\^ro  people  who  share  ideas  can  grow  fa.ster  in  their
knowledge  and  enthusia.sin  than  two  people  working
alone.   I  remain  convinced  that  the  cause  of  audio  in
the  U.S.  and  Canada  could  be  richly  served by  lively,
imaginative  groups  dedicated  to  the  audio  art.

I  am  glad  to  report  that  the  New York  Audio  Society
is  no  longer  unique  in  the  U.S.  Boston  audior)hiles  now
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ers  in  their  area  and publish  a newsletter  that  sets
new  standards  for  such  efforts.

The  Boston  Audio  Society  apparently  welcomes  members
who  live  elsewhere.  For  full  information  on  the  soci-
ety  and  their  newsletter,  The  B.A.S.  Speaker,  write  to
The  Boston  Audio  Society,   P.0.   Box  7,  Boston,  VA
02215.   The  New  York  Audio  Society's  address  is
N.Y.A.S. ,   Box   5889C,   New  York  City  10017.

Our  classified  and  letters  columns  are  open  to  any
wthh:tw:::h::::nf:n=gyg:3E6s'::n:i;:u:ignv=Iog::u!o
Tat  readers  in your  general  vicinity.  We will  also  in-
clude  a  club  directory  for  groups  of  five  mefroers  or
more.  Write  us  for  details.  We  also  welcome  your
ideas,  comments,  and  discussion  of  these  proposals.
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By    RICHARD    KUNC

PART    ONE:        WHAT.S    A   CONSOLE?

I;i;;::;:;:gn;:;i;::;:::::::s;;:
dering  iT`on  to  hold,   if  you  want  to
do  more  with  your  stereo  system
than  just  sit  and  listen  to  it,
then  I  have  just  the  thing  for  you:
a  professional  quality  audio  con-
sole.   Warm  up   tha.t   iron  and  get
your  parts   catalogs  out.

If  you  were  just   about  to  I.ush
out  and  buy  yourself  separate  com-
ponents  and  piece  together  a  stereo
system  then  your  timing  is  perfect:
build  this   console  and  then  buy
around  it.   On  the  other  hand,   if
you  already  have  good  solid  com|)o-
nents  your  timing  is   just   as   good;
this   amazing  little  console  will
fit  right  into  your  system.   But  if
you  have  one  of  those   "all-in-one-
box"  systems   in  a  sinal.t   imitation
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wood  cabinet  with  the  teeny  little
speaker  wires,   you  are  pretty  much
out  of  luck.

This   console  functions  as  the
collector,  processor  and  distl.ibu-
tor  of  all   sound  sources   available
within  your  system,   including  pho-
nos,  tapes,   tuners,  oscillators,
synthesizers   and  anything  else  you
might  have.   The  more  sources   the
more  fun.   This  first  article  will
deal  with  the  logic  and  inter-
relationships  of  the  various  sys-
tems.   In  the  next   issue  we'11   get
into  designing  a  console  to  com-
plement  your  sound  system.   Last,
we'11  present  an  operating  manual
and  lots  of  food  for  thought.

THE   AMPLIFIERS

The  prototype  has  thirteen  separ-
ate  anplifiers.   What  you  eventually
build  for  your  particular  system,
however,   need  not  be  a  car.bon   copy
of  the  prototype  at  all:   it  should

be  a  unit  designed  specifically  for
your  wants   and  needs.   We'11   explore
the  prototype  here  to  under.stand
the  systems   that  comprise  it,   and
later  incorporate  them  into  your
adaptation.   Amplifiers   in  the  pro-
totype  include:

2     miJcing  anplifiers
2     mixer  output  amps
1     cue  mixer  amp
2    monitor  equalizers
2    monitor  boosters
2    headphone  drivers
2     mike  preamps

All  the  amplifiers  are  integrated
circuit  op  amps   (operational  ampli-
fiers) .   An  op  amp  is   a  high-gain
amplifier  with  excellent  stability
that  uses   large  amounts  of  negative
feedback  between  output  and  input.
The  choice  of  values   and  aI.range-
ment  of  the  feedback  components
determine  what   "operation"  the  am-
plifier  will  perfom,   from  mike
preamplifier  to  oscillator  to
filter.

Since  most  of  the  active  circuit-
ry  is   conta.ined  within  the  IC's
themselves,   construction  of  the
console  is  greatly  simplified  and
I.elatively  inexpensive.   Only  two



types  of  IC  are  utilized  in  the
console,   and  both  are   common  and
inexpensive.

One,   the   739   as  we'11   call   it,   is
a  dual   low   level   op  amp  used  in
many  professional  recording  stu-
dios,  perfoming  there  some  of  the
same  functions  as   in  this  console.
The  739   is   actually  two  separate
amplifiers   in  a  single  pa.ckage,
with  very  low  noise  and  excellent
short  protection  on  the  outputs.
Channel   separation  is   good  and  each
half  can  put  out  a  signal  powerful
enough  to  drive  any  following  stage.

The   739,like  most   op   amps.   is
more  or  less  insensitive  to  hum
pickup  from  a  power  supply,   a  real
blessing.   I  use  two   739s   in  the
console,   one  as   a  unity  gain  mixing
anplifier  for  each  channel  of  the
mixer,   and  the  other  as  two  micro-
phone  preamplifiers.   Several  ver-
sions  of  the  739  are  a.vailable.   The
prototype  uses   Fairchild  u6A7739393.
Others   include:

National   Semiconductor       lM1303
Motorola                                            MC1303
International  Rectifier     IC1303
Motorola  HEP   series               C6055L

Those  listed  are  all  similar  to  the
Fairchild  and  will  work,  but  are
not  identical.   Also,   a  few  others
can  be  used  with   lower  supply  volt-
ages,   such   as   Motorola  MC1302   and
Motorola  HEP   592.

The  other  IC  used  is  also  pretty
common  and  is  referred  to  as  the
1439.   In  the  prototype  I  use  the
Sprague  version,   ULN2139,   through-
out.   The  Motorola  MC1439G   is   a  di-
I.ect  substitute;   the  Motorola  HEP
C6053G  will  work   as  well.   These
high  quality  single  op  amps  are
short-circuit  protected  and  have
excellent  noise  figure  and  power
output  figures.

A   GROUP    0F   SYSTEMS

Our  little  console  can  do  amazing
things,   capabilities  previously  re-
served  for  recording  studios  and
raLdio  stations.   Here's  a  fast   list
of  some  of  them:

*  Mix  several  signals  together
*  Cross-fade   from  one  signal   to

another
*  Cue  soul`ces  without  interrupt-

ing  main  progran
*  Feed  headphones   independently
*  Accept   live  microphones
*  Allow  fast  "rewiring"  at

patchboard*  Choose  between  mixer  and
selector

*  Display  relative  signal   level
in  VU  meters

*  Provide  infinite  blending
from  stereo  to  mono

The  list   is  limited  only  by  imagi-
nation.   To  accomplish  these  tasks

FIG. I   SYSTEM   INTEBRELATIONSHIPS

and  functions  the  console  contains
several   separate  systems.   We'11
look   at  these  one  by  one.

THE    MIXER

No   commercial  preamp  mixes   sour-
ces  together  in  any  way.   You  can't,
for  example,  make  a  tape  of  someone
singing  along  to  a  piece  of  music
on  a  disc  with  any  commercial  unit.
You  can't   fade  one  song  down  grad-
ually  as  the  next  one  begins  on
another  record  or  tape.   This  unit
allows  you  to  vary  the  stereo/mono
illusion  for  a  single  source,   or
move  a  sound  back  and  forth  from
left  to  right  while  recording  it.

It  has  ten  individual  inputs,
each  with  a  slide  fader,  pan  pot
and  cue  send.   Ten  mono  or  five
stereo  sources   can  be  handled  at
once.   The  slide  fader  is  the  level
control  for  each  input,   and  the  pan
pot  places  the  signal  left,  right,
or  anywhere  between.   The  cue  send,
together  with  its  pre-post  switch,
enables  you  to  find  the  exact  be-
ginning  of  a  song  or  passage  with-
out  disturbing  the  program  in  the
mixer  at  the  time.   These  will  be
explored  later.

When  using  the  mixer  a  signal  en-
ters  the  console  at  the  rear  panel,
is  routed  through  the  patchboard  to
an  input  fader,  sent  left,  right,
or  in  between  by  the  pan  pot  and
then  sent  through  the  channel  sub-
masters  and  the  overall  master  con-
trol  to  the  monitor  system  and
whatever  tape  recorder  is  patched
in.   The  programs  of  the  mixer  ca.n
just  be  enjoyed  through  the  speak-

ers  or  recorded  for  replay.   The
levels  of  the  mixer's  program  are
displayed  by  VU  meters   for  baLlanc-
ing  aLnd  for  avoiding  distortion  due
to  overdriving.

THE    SELECTOR

While  the  mixer  allows  variable
blending  of  several  sources  at
once,   the  selector  permits  only  one
at  a  time  to  be  fed  to  the  monitor
system,   and  only  the  monitor  sys-
tem.   The  selector  is  a  row  of
seven  interlocked  pushbuttons   in
the  prototype  with  the  following
as s i gnment s :

I.   Phono   #1      (Stereo)
2.    Phono   #2                 ''
3.   Tape   #1                   "
4.   Tape   #2                  „
5.   Tape   #3                  "
6.   Tuner                      ''
7.    Cue                    (Mono)

Again,  these  can  be  anything  the
builder  wishes,   and  the  switch
could  be  rotary  with  any  number  of
pos itions .

THE    MONITOR   SYSTEM

The  monitor  system  handles  what
ultimately  comes  out  of  the  speak-
ers.   A  mode  swit'ch,labeled   ''mix-
select,"  connects  either  the  mixer
or  the  selector  to  the  monitor  sys-
tem  inputs.   Four  individual  bass
and  treble  controls  affect  only  the
monitor,   each  with  its  own  defeat
switch  for  easy  analysis  of  the
control's  effect.   The  stereo-mono
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switch  applies  only  to  the  monitor
program  as  does  the  mute  switch  for
silencing  the  speakers.   A  single
ganged  level  control  provides  vol-
one  adjustments.

The  bass   and  treble  controls  fol-
low  closely  the  shelving  circuit
used  in  one  of  the  recording  indus-
try's  newest  and  most  advanced  pro-
gram  equa.Iizers.   On  the  circuit
board  individual   level  trims  com-
pensate  for  a  less-than-perfect
room  or  acoustic  situation.   Where
is   that  fabled  idea.I   room,   anyway?

THE    CUE   SYSTEM

An  idea  from  the  recording  studio
makes   fast  enjoyable  production  of
those  custom-ta.ped  programs  pos-
sible  by  allowing  the  "engineer"  to
ready  a  second  program  source  while
the  first  is  still  playing,  without
breaking  continuity  or  interrupting
the  production.   Radio  stations  use
the  method  to  cue  records.   It  works
through  either  the  headphones  or
the  selector,  button  #7.

Suppose  your  record  is  playing
through  fader  #1   into  the  mixer  and
you  wish  to  follow  it  with  a  record
from  another  turntable   (or  a  taLpe)
connected  to   fader  #2.   While  song  A
plays  through  fader  #1  keep  fader
#2  closed  and  open  the  cue  send
above  it.

Now  you  can  hear  song  8  through
the  cue  system,  either  through  the
'phones  or  the  speakers.   With  the

pre/post  switch  in  "pre"  position
you  will  hear  song  8  before  the
fader;   in  "post"  position  the  cue
send  works  only  when  the  correspon-
ding  fader  is  opened.   This   is  use-
ful  for  echo  effects,  to  be  dis-
cussed  later.

Again,   each  mixer  input  fader  has
a  cue  send  and  pre/post  switch.   For
the  overall  Cue  System  there  is
also  a  level  control.

THE    HEADPHONE    SYSTEM

While  some   commercial  preamps
have  headphone  jacks,   all  are  very
limited.   You  can  hear  only  what   is
going  to  the  speakers,  with  no
separaLte  control  over  the  headphone
volume.   The  headphone  system  in
this  console  is  something  very  dif-
ferent,   and  very  handy.   It  is  to-
tally  independent  of  everything
else  and  can  independently  select
its  source.

The   'phones   can  listen  to  the
mixer,  the  cue  system,  the  selector
or  the  monitor  equalizers  for  the
effects  of  the  bass  and  treble  con-
trols.   Choice  is  made  with  a  four-
position  rotary  switch  and  a  level
control  adjusts  the  volume.   A1-
though  designed  to  drive  high  impe-
dance  headphones   it  will  drive  low
impedance  types   at  reduced  output.
With  this   aLrrangement   One  program
can  be  going  through  the  mixer  onto
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WHEN    YOU    WRITE     FOR    HELP

.  ::::::s::c::;:,:p:ti:?::A.::;:-

2.   Leave   room   for   replies   on   your
sheet   of  questions.

3.   Don't   ask   for   author's   addres-
ses.   They   like   their   privacy
too.   We'11    forward   your   letter
lF,    and   only    lF,    it   contains   a
reply   envelope.    If   the  author
lives   abroad,   enclose   an   addres-
sed,   unstamped   air   mail    envelope
and   one   26¢    international    postal
reply   coupon,   available   at   your
post   off ice.

4.   Please   resist   the   temptations   to
use   us   as   design   consultants,
research   assistants,   product   in-
dex   clerks,   proj.ect   trouble-
shooters,   or   Hi-fi   equipment
evaluators.    Slow/s    up   our   editing.

5.    lf   you   have   problems   with   one   of
TAA`s   c.ircuits,    fully   describe
the   problem,   what   you've   done
about    it   and    include   all    signi-
ficant   voltage   and/or   current
readings.   And   don't   forget   that
SSAE .

a  tape,   another  through  the  speak-
ers  for  listening  there  and  a  third
through  the   '|)hones  for  private
listening  as  well.

THE    PATCH    BOARD

The  patch  board  is  simply  a  col-
1ection  of  inputs  and  outputs
brought  out  to  jacks  for  iritercon-
nection  with  short  cables  in  a
great  variety  of  ways.   Thus,   the
entire  console  can  be  ''rewired"  in-
stantly  to  perform  many  new  func-
tions.   Also,   a  wide  selection  of
external  equipment  may  be  tied  into
the  console  through  the  patch  board,
such  as  oscillators,  synthesizers,
AC  VTVM,1imiters,   equalizers,   etc.

Paralleled  patch  points,  called
mults,   are  useful   for  making  mul-
tiple  connections.   Take  a  look  at
the  chart  for  the  prototype  patch
board.

POWER   SUPPLY

Since  the  prototype  console  was
designed  for  use  in  the  field  aLs
well  as  on  the  shelf  the  power  sup-
ply  was  made  external  so  it  could
be  unplugged  and  a  simple  battel'y
pack  substituted.   The  shelf  supply
provides  bipolar  (positive  and
negative)   15  volts  DC,   through
zener  regula.tion.   The   IC's   can
handle  a  maximum  of  18  volts   so   15
is  a  nice  safe  choice.

MICROPHONE    PREAMPLIFIERS

Two  mike  preamps  are  built  in,
using  a  single  739  and  two  trans-
formers   to  accomlnodate  two   low   im-

pedance  microphones.   A  gain  control
above  each  cannon  input  connector
varies  the  sensitivity  of  the  pre-
amps  for  minimizing  distortion  from
loud  sound  sources.   When  buying
transformers,  don't  chintz.   Spring
for  some  good  ones,   Beyer  or  better.

MISCELLANEOUS

RIAA  Phono  Preamps:     you.I.e
right,  there  aren't  any.   In  the
sound  system  for  which  the  proto-
type  was  designed  all  sound  sources
are  high  level;  the  tumtables  have
preamps  built  right  into  their
bases.   The  design  a.nd  construction
article  to  follow  will  include
schematic  and  details  for  a  com-
patible   RIAA  preamp.

This  prototype  was  built  for  a
specific  system  of  components.   We
offer  here  systems  you  can  gather
and  mould  into  a
own  puxposes.   Let
be  your  guide.

Next   issue  will
cess  of  designing
and  then  building
the  kitchen  table
photos ,  diagrams ,
tails  you  need.

console  for  your
your  ima.gination

present  the  pl`o-
one  for  yourself,
it  right  there  on
with  all  the

tables  and  de-

Richard   Kunc   started  with   ham   radio
at   age   ten,   transitioned   to  audio
and   recording   in   coHege   and   then
spent   eight   years   all   around   the
country   as   a   recording   engineer   and
record   producer,   designing   and
building   all   manner   of   strange
electronic   gadgets.    During   one   30-
month   period   in   New   York   and   Los
Ange]es   he   was   "Director   of   Record-
ing   and   Engineering"   for   a   subsid-
iary   label   of   the  Warner   Brothers
organization.   recording   the  HotJ}ers
of  rnvention   ln  studios,   concerts
and  on   extended   tours.   He   designed
and   built   several   pieces   of   custom
gear   for   the   Mothers:   mixers,   syn-
thesizers,   pickups   for  grand   pi-
anos,   eec.

He   recorded   an   impressive   list   of
then-current   "biggies"   and   "heav-
ies,"   circa   1968-1971,    in   every
conceivable   studio   from   New   York   to
Los   Angeles.    Since   then   Mr.    Kunc
has   been   Involved  with   several   stu-
dios   on   the   east   coast,   and   most
recently   devoting   time   to   designing
and   building   studios.    He    ls   a   wide-
ranging   free-lance  writer,   grinding
out   everything   from   technical   art-
icles   to   World   War   11    re-creations
to  cooking   pieces   to   fiction   and
humor.   He   is   also   a   private   pHot
and   amateur   movie   maker.
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Quadriphonics?

SOIRE  WHILE   AGO  The   New  York  Audio   Soci-
ety  devoted  an  entire  issue  of  its  news-
letter  to  Quadriphon±cs.  The  report was
written  bg  8.  Pisha.  I  liked  his  compet-
ence ,  compreheus±veness  and  his  skepti-
cism.  We  discussed  an  article  for  TAA
and  Mr.  pisha  has  come  up  with  the  ac-
companying  report.

It  isn.t our  usual  sort of article,
admittedly.  But  neither  is  it,  in  ng
view,  a  product  roundup  either.  I  be-
lieve  it will  give  us  all  a  better  grasp
of  the  contending  systems  and  some  au-
thoritative  reporting on  the  relative
succesls  of  the  manufacturers  in  imple-
menting  t.heir  particular  approac;has.

I  must  confess  I  have  some  grave  res-
ervations  afotlt  the  relevat]ce  ai]d  ulti-
mate  viability  of  quadriphonics.  Many  of
them crystallized  for  the  first  time  at
the  New  York  meeting  of  the  AES  last
Fall.  What  I  heard  for  demonstrations
and  about  the.complexity  of  the  discrete
systems  has  made  me  uneasy  about  commer-
cial  acceptance  for  a  system whose  haz:a-
ware  and  sof t ware  are  both  very  c:ompli-
cated  indeed.

I  also  believe  we  are  dealing  with
more  than  one  ''ideal"   ±n  quadriphohic:
imagery--br±eflg ,  people  whose  pleasure
ls  to  sit  in  the  middle  of  the  musical
group  and  those  who  like  to  sit  in  the
audience.  Rc>ughlg,  I  think  the  discrete
systems  provide  the  former  and  the  inat-
r±x  systems  the  latter.

But  I  remain  coi]vjr]ced  that  author
Pisha' s  obser`ratiolis  are  quite  valuable.
I  think  the  quadriphonic  enterprise  is  a
bigger  problem  than  we  thought  at  the
Z>eglnning.   And  I  agree  with  Henry  Kloss'
prophetic  words  in  TAA  t„o  years  ago
that  if  the  necessary  experilnentation
with  fciur-channel  sound  is  to  be  doire,
amateurs  are  the  odes  who  can  do  ±t.--
The  Editor.

BY    8.     V.     PISHA

recording  and  playing  back  music   fl.om
four  separate   channels.   To  make  the  mat-
ter  even  more  confusing  than  it  sounds,
no  less  than  three  different  types  of
four-channel   systems  were   introduced
within  months   of  one  another.

Two  of  the  systems  were  of  the  matrix
format  while  the  third  was   a  discrete
system  utilizing  a  specially  encoded
disc  recording  with  all   four  channels  of
sound  coming   from  one  groove,   Fortunate-
ly  for  the  consumer,  the  designers  of
all   three  systems  made  certain  these
specially  encoded  records  were   compat-
ible  with  the  existing  stereo  and/or
mono  playback   systems.   Thus,   any   four-
channel  encoded  record  can  be  pla.yed
back  as  either  a  stereo  or  mono  record
without   any  noticeable   loss   of  signal.

However,   to  recover  the   four-channel
sound  from  these  same  records   a  matrix
decoder  or  a  discrete  demodulator  with
its   special   cartridge  must  be  used.   The
resulting  sound  from  a  four-channel   sys-
tem  is,   to  my  ears,   an  absolutely  stu-
pendous  experience.   In  fact,   even  my
stereo  recordings  sound  better  when
played  through   a  four-channel   system
since  the  sound  literally  surrounds  you.

Conversion   to   Four   Channels

N0  MATTER  WHAT   four-charmel   systen   you
decide  to  use,   you  will  need  another
stereo  preamplifier-amplifier   (i]ot  ano-
ther  receiver)   or  a  simple  basic  stel`eo
amplifier  and  a  pair  of  speakers,   along
with  the  matrix  decoder  and/or  a  dis-
crete  demodulator.   We  have  used  various
moderate  to  high  grade  stereo  preanpli-
£ier-amplifier  or  basic  amplifiers  and
found  them  all  satisfactory  for  four-
channel  reproduction.

However,   in  our  experience,   we  have
concluded  that  the  rear  channels   should
have  a  continuous  power  ratirig  of  not
less   than   20  watts   (RMS)   per  channel   at
8  Ohms  when  both   channels   are   driven.
The  rear  speakers  should  ideally  be
matched  to  the  existing  stereo  speakers.
We  have   found  that   any  good  pair  of
matched  speakers  will  suffice  for  the
rear  channels   and  they  need  not  be  as
good  as   the   front   speakers.   However,
they  must  be  capable  of  being  driven  by
the  rear  anplifier.

Should  you  decide  to  purchase  a  pair
of  JBL  speakers  for  the  rear  channel,
other  than  the  L-100's,   and  the  front
speakel.s   are  not  JBL's,   it  will  t>e  nec-
essary  to  reverse  the  wiring  to  the  JBL
speakers   (ground  lead  to  the  speaker's

hot  terminal   and  hot   lead  to  the  ground
terminal).   Otherwise,   the  JBL's  will  be
out  of  phase  with  the  other  pair  of
speakers.   All   JBL  speakers,   except   the
L-100's,  have  their  polarity  marked  op-
posite  to  that  considered  to  be  the  in-
dustry  standa.rd.

In  my  experience  the  four-channel  ef-
feet  is  somewhat  better  when  the  rear
speakers  are  placed  two  to  three  feet
higher  than  the   front  speakers.   However,
this   is  not  an  absolute  rule  inasmuch  as
room  acoustics   and  decor  must   also  be
considered.   For  any  matrix  system  you
may  use  a  standard  stereo  cartridge.
But,   for  the  discrete   CD-4   system,   a
special   cartridge  capable  of  playing
CD-4   records   (Quadradisc)   is  needed.
These  cartridges  will  be  discussed  later
in  this  review.

When  all   four  channels   are  in  working
order,   our  experience  indicates  the
speakers  should  be  balanced  acoustical-
ly,   two  channels   at  a  time,   rather  than
electrically,   for  the  proper  reproduc-
tion  of  quadriphonic  material.   Use  the
commonly  available  stereo  test  record
baLlance   cut   for  this  purpose.

Matrix   System   Decoders

TWO  MATRIX   SYSTEMS   are   currently   in   use:
the   Columbia   (CBS)   SQ   and  the   Sansui   QS
(or  regular  rna.trix-RM) .   To   reproduce
four  channels  from  records   cut  in  the  SQ
or  QS  mode,   a  specific  matrix  decoder
must  be  used.   Your  existing  stereo  car-
tridge  may  be  used  to  reproduce  both  SQ
and  QS  recordings.   In  the  United  States,.
the  more   commonly  used  matrix  system  is
Columbia's   SQ  and  most  of  the  available
matrix  recordings   are  made   in  the  SQ
mode -

The  "atl`ix  system  possesses   several
advantages.   It  is   a  relatively  simple
system  requiring  no  major  advancement
over  the  existing  stereo  hardware  and
software.   It  permits   the  enhancement  of
normal   stereo  prograrming  and  may  be
bI.oadcast  without   FCC  authorization  as   a
matrix  pl.ogran  that  the  matrix  decoder
can  convert  to  four-channel  sound.

In  the  matrix  system,   the  standard
stereo  record  groove  is  used  to  record
the  left  and  right  front  channels.   The
encoding  process   then  places   two  more
signals  on  the  two  groove  walls,   repre-
senting  the  two  rear  channels,   in  a  hel-
ical   form.   The  rear  left   cha.nnel  infor-
mation  is   on  the   clockwise  helix  while
the  rear  I.ight  cha.nnel  is  on  the  coun-
terclockwise  helix.   In  playback,   the
stylus  xpoves   in  a  side-to-side  marmer  to
reproduce  the  basic  stereo  channels  and
at  the  same  time  in  a  helical  manner  to
reproduce  the  rear  channels.

The  matrix  decoder  processes  the  sig-
nals  produced  by  the  stylus  motion  and
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recreates   the  originaL1   four  channels.
Unfortunately,   in  the  decoding   a.nd  en-
coding  process,   some  of  the   front   sig-
nals   are  now  present  in  the  rear  chan-
nels   and  vice  vet.sa.   Therefore,   in  the
matrix   system  it   is   impossible  to  obtain
total   separation  of  the  four  signals.

All  basic  matrix  systems  produce  the
so-called  ''side-effect"   signals  which
result  in  relatively  poor  separation.   A
wavefom  comparator  circuit  is  used  to
detect  the  doninant  signal   information,
increasing  its   level  while  at  the  same
time  reducing  the  ''side-effect"  signals,
thus  providing  reasonably  good  separa.-
tion  between   all   four  channels.   To  in-
crease  the   front-to-back  separation  a
highly  sophisticated  full-logic  circuit
is  used  to  detect  the  dominant  signal--
front  or  back--and  automatically  in-
crease  the   level   of  the  dominant  signal.

Recently   CBS  developed  a  variable
blend  circuit  for  better  separation  of
the  two  rear  channels.   The  variable
blend  also  reduces   or  elimina.tes   the
"pumping"  effect   so   comon  in  early  SQ.
The  degree  of  separation  produc.ed  by  de-
coders  employing  all  of  these  circuits
cannot  be  surpassed  except  by  the  dis-
crete   system.

The   sepa.ration   is   generally   20dB  or
better  in  all   directions  except   for  cen-
ter  front  to  center  ba.ck  where  it  aver-
ages   about   15dB,   and  left  back  to  right
back  with  an  average   separation  of  12  to
20dB,   depending   on  the   decoder  used.   Al-
though  modem  stereo  produces  better
than   25dB  separation  between  channels,
the   20dB  separation  generally  available
in  the  best  matrix  decoders   is  lnore  tha.n
adequate .

The  new  SQ  decoders   al.e  now  available
with  the  complicated  circuitry  reduced
to   IC   chips   developed  by  Motorola  and
CBS.

The   top   two   SQ  decoders   are   the   La.fay-
ette   SQ-W  which   is   really   the  ultima.te
in  the  state-of-the-art  full-logic  de-
coder   (Fig.I)   and  the   excellent   Sony
SQD-2070    (Fig.2).    Both   of  these   decoders
I)resent  SQ  four-channel  music  better
than  any  other  SQ  decoders   currently
available,   separately  or  in  receivers.

The   Lafayette   SQ-W  decoder  also  has
the   Composer  A  and  a   decoder  matrix   cir-
cults  which  can  provide  substantial  de-
coding  of  any  matrixed  four-channel
record  that  ha.s  been  encoded  by  another
type   of  matrix  system.   The   Composer  A
decoder  circuits  provide  a  substantial
decoding   of  records   encoded  in  the  QS
(RM   or   Regular  Matrix)   system.    Both   of
the   Composer  matrix  circuits   do   a  very
creditable   job  of  producing  enhanced
four-channel   stereo  from  ordinary  stereo
records,   tapes   or  FM  broadcasts.   The
Composer  matrix  system  that  produces   the
most  effective  results  should  be  used.

We  have  had   limited  experience  with
the   Sa.nsui   QS   system  and   are  not   in  a
position  to   discuss   it  pl`operly.   How-
ever,   the  general  matrix  principle  ap-
plies   to  QS   as   it   does   to   SQ.

Discrete   CD-4   System   Demodulators

THE   COMBINED   EFFORTS   of  JVC    [Japan   Vie-
tor  Company]   and   RCA  have  produced   a
discrete  four-channel  recording  and
playback  system  that  is  truly  remarkr
able.   Actually,   JVC  and   Panasonic  devel-
oped  the  system  under  the  direction  of
my   friend,   Toshiya   Inoue.   who   is   the
General  Manager  of  JVC 's  Audio  Research
Center  as  well   as  the  Project  Chief  for
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the   CD-4   discrete   four-channel   disc  sys-
ten.   RCA  developed  the  means   for  produc-
ing   commel`cial   CD-4   disc  recordings,   now
called  ouadradisc.   The  entire  process   is
generally  known   as   the   CD-4   (Coinpatible
Discrete   4-channel)   system.

In  CD-4,   the   record  groove  carries   the
usual   left  and  right  channel  stereo  sig-
nals   upon  which   is   superimposed  a  30kHz
subcarrier.   This  subcarrier  is  frequen-
cy-modulated   (FM)   for  the  rear  channel
sound,   e.g.,   the  left  channel   carries
the  left-front  minus  the  left-rear  sig-
nal  and  the  right   channel   carries   the
right-front  minus  the  right-rear  signal.
Bear  in  mind  that  this  is   on  top  of  the
original   signal   imposed  on  the  groove
walls,   e.g.,   the   left   channel   consists
of  the  left-front  and  the  left-rear  sun
signals  while  the  right   channel   carries
the  right-front  and  right-rear  sum
signals.

In  terms   of  the   record  groove  walls,
the  inner  groove  wall   carries  undula-
tions  representing  the  front  and  back
left   channels  while  the  outer  groove
wall  carries  the  front  and  back  right
channel   undulations.   Recovery  of  the
respective  signals   is  made  through  spe-
cial  demodulators  that  separate  the  sig-
nals  via  filter.s.   A  phase-locked-loop
frequency  modulation  detector  removes
the  signal   from  the   30kHz   subcarriers.
This   is   further  processed  by  the  compli-
cated  demodulator  until  the  original
four  channels  are  recovered  for  play-
back.   The   CD-4   system  has   a  frequency
range  extending  to  about  45kHz--this   is
the  reason  why  special   cartridges   ca.p-
able  of  carrying  at  least  45kHz  are
needed  for  proper  playback.

In  my  ear.1y  experience,   playing  my
first  JVC/CD-4   recording,   I   found  the
sound  absolutely  "mind-boggling."  There
appeared  to  be   as  much  separation  pre-
sent  as   there  is  in  the  modern  stereo
recording.   Actually,   separation  from
left  to  right  is  generally  better  than
45dB   and  front   to  back   over   30dB.   On
first  listening.  there  is  no  question
that  a  discrete  recording  is  being
played.   The   JVC/RCA  CD-4   system   really
works --producing  discrete  information
from  all   four  speakers  si.multaneously.
No  currently  available  matrix  system  can
duplicate  this  performance.

In  the   CD-4  system,   the  output   of  the
special   cartridge  is  connected  directly
to  the  demodulatc)r  and  the   four  demodu-
lator  outputs  are  then  connected  to  the

auxiliary  inputs  of  the  anplifiers,
which  in  turn  al`e  connected  to  their
respective  speakers.

Since  nothing  is  perfect  in  this
world,   even   the   CD-4   system  haLs   some
flaws.   Unlike  the  matrix  system,   the
CD-4   system   can  neither  recover  ambience
signals   from  stereo  records  nor  enhance
stereo  recordings;   it   simply  plays  ba.ck
the  sound  as   stereo.   Since  the  only  pre-
amplifiers  used  are  those   in  the  demod-
ulator,   this   leaves  much  to  be  desired.
The  better  preamplifiers   found  in  good
audio  systems   are  far  superior  to  those
in  the   demodulators.

Because  of  circuit  design,   it  is  not
possible  to  develop  a  demodulator  that
would  permit  the  use  of  a  separate  pre-
amplifier.   Howevel.,   all   is  not   lost--the
new  demodulators   to  be  introduced  later
this  year  will  be  quite  small,   all  built
around  Signetics   IC  chips.   Hopefully,
the  new  preanplifier  section  will  be
greatly  improved.

The  new  demodulators  will   consist  of
two  Signetics   16-pin,   dual-in-line   IC
units   plus   a  few  discrete   components.
The   chip  was   designed  by  JVC's   engineers
and  built  by  Signetics.

One  of  the   CD-4   system's  major  draw-
backs   is  that  it  cannot  at  present  be
used  to  broadcast  quadriphonic  signals--
only  the  stereo  signals  may  be  broad-
cast.   Aside  from  the  required  changes   in
FCC  regulations ,   appa.rently  major  engi-
neel.ing  changes  at  the  broadcasting  stu-
dios  will  have  to  be  n`ade  before   CD-4
broadc.asts   can  become   a  reality.   At  the
moment   at   least  ten  different  systems
for  broadcasting  CD-4  are  under  consid-
era.t ion .

The  biggest   stumbling  block   is   the  SCA
subcarrier  whose   FCC-assigned  frequency
is   in   the  way   of  CD-4  broadcasts.   The
FCC   insists   SCA  must  be  provided  for  in
whatever  CD-4  broadcast  system  is   cho-
sen.   Of  all   the   systems  pro|)osed,   we  be-
lieve  the  Quadracast  system  proposed  by
its   inventor,   Lou  Dorren,     is  probably
the  best.   But,   then,   tomorrow  may  herald
a.  better  one.

In  the   Dgrren  system,   the  frequency
distribution  would  not  be  changed  in  the
main  channel,   but  would  carry  the  sum  of
all   four  signals.   Both  the   l9kHz  pilot
and  the  suppressed  38kHz  subcarrier  are
also  retained.   The  present  upper  and
lower  sidebands  now  appear  in  quadrature
and  another  set  of  upper  and  lower  side-
bands  is  introduced  that  lead  the  first
set  by  90   degrees  phase,  with  the   76kHz
carrier  suppressed.   'rhe  first  set  of
sidebands  would  carry  the   Lf+Lr-Rf-Rr
and  the   second  set   the   Lf-LI`-Rf+Rr.

The   76kHz  position   contains   another
subcarrier  with  both  upper  and  lower
sidebands   carrying  additional  difference
signals,   the   Lf-Lr+Rf-Rr,   all  resulting
in  four  separate  signals.   Finally,   the
SCA  subcarrier  is  now  at  95kHz  where  it
is   locked  to   the   19kHz  pilot   signa.1.   As
we  now  see  it,   the  Dorren  system  creates
the   fewest  problems.

Panasoni.c   SE-405   H

THIS   DEMODULATOR    (Fig.3)    comes   with   a
special  selniconductor-type  cartridge
(EPC-450C-II)   that  requires   a  four-volt
DC  bia.s,   supplied  by   the   demodulator.
For  further  information  on  the  semicon-
ductor  cartridges,   see  the  review,   ''Pan-
asonic  Strain-Gauge   (Semiconductor)   Car-
tridge,"  in  jludio  magazine,   August   1974,
pp.65-67.   A  switch   at  the  rear  of  the



Fig.   3,  aborye,  Fig.   4,  below.

unit  can  change  the  cartridge  input  cir-
cuit  to  accept  the  usual  moving  magnet
cartridge.

When  either  the  moving  magnet   car-
tridge  made  specially  for  four-channel
playback  or  the  semiconductor  Gal.tl.idge
is  used,  both  the  separation  and  the  30
kHz  carrier  level  must  be  adjusted  for
that  particular  cartridge.   In  fact,
every  time  a  different  cartridge  is
used,   these  parameters  must  be  readjus-
ted  to  match  the  new  cartridge.   The
separation  adjustment   is   accomplished  by
using  a  45-rpm  adjustment  record   (SPR-
111)   that   comes  with   every   Panasonic
SE-405H  demodulator.

One  sets   the  carrier  level  by  using
the  outside   grooves  of  any  CD-4  record
containing  the   30kHz   carrier.   In  my  ex-
perience,   this  method  for  setting  the
30kHz  carrier  level  is  the  best  current-
ly  available.   When  the  carrier  level   is
correctly  set,   the  ''4CII  RADAR"  indicator
lights  up.   This  indicator  is  on  continu-
ously  wh6h  CD-4  records   are  played.

One  of  the  things   I   found  most  discon-
certing  in  the  demodulator  was  the  need
to  disconnect  the  cartridge  from  the
stereo  system  and  plug  it  into  the  de-
modulator  cartridge  input.   Although  ste-
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the  demodulator  preamplifier  to  be  a.s
good  as  those   available  in  component
preamplifiers  and  in  the  better  receiv-
ers,

Further,  when  I  wanted  to  play  rna.trix
recordings,   it  was  necessa.ry  to  discon-
nect  the  cartridge   from  the  demodulator
and  reconnect  it  to  the  preamplifier  of
the  audio  system.

Another  handicap  is  the  lack  of  a  mas-
ter  vol`me  control  such  as  those  present
on  matrix  decoders.   This  would  permit
setting  the  front  and  back  amplifiers  to
one's  taste  in  volume  and,   then,   the
master  volume  control  could  be  used  for
whatever  level  of  sound  was  required  for
a  given  record.

The  instruction  manual   accompanying
the  unit  is   adequate.   Connecting  the  de-
modulator  to  different  types  of  audio
systems   is  explained  by  good  pictorial
displays.   However,   it   falls  to  describe
an  important  item--the  removal  of  the
caI`tridge  stylus  so  that  the  cartridge

can  be  properly  installed  in  the  tone-
arm  shell.

This   demodulator' s  frequency  response
is   20-16,000Hz.   The  unit   employs   35
transistors,   4   FET's,   4   IC's,   and  16  di-
odes.   The  phono  cartridge  input  sensiti-
vity  for  the  semiconductor  cartl`idge  is
3mv  with   a  4.7KQ  input   impedance.   For  a
moving  magnet  cartridge,   the  input   sen-
sitivity   is   1.5mv  with   a   looKi?  input   im-
pedance.   The  rated  output   level   and  im-
pedance   are   300mv  and  2KQ,   respectively.

Technics   SH-400

TI]E   LONG-AWAITEI)   demodulator   (Fig.4)
built   around  the  Signetics   chips  was  de-
signed  by  Lou  Dorren.   The  dual-in-line
linear  IC  is   one  of  the  largest  made.
using  281eads,   and  equivalent   to  500
discrete  elements.   Unlike  the  early  de-
modulators,   the   SH-400  has   a.  phase-
locked-loop  carrier.-recovery  system  that
recovers   the  sub-signa.1s   accura.tely
along  with  a  high-speed  muting  circuit
to  prevent  unwanted  noise  from  dust  in
the   record  groove.

Other  improvements   are   a  meter  that
permits  easy  adjustment  of  separation,
carrier  level,   and  carrier  crosstalk
cancellation.   This   latter  circuit  is
unique  in  that  it  compensates   the  car-
tridges  that  have  considel`able  intemod-
ulation  distortion  for  good  reproduction
of  CD-4.   Another  unique   feature:   the  six
control  knobs  for  separation,   carrier
level,   and  carrier  crosstalk  cancella-
tion  pop  out  for  adjustment  and,   after
adjustment,   can  then  be  pushed  in  flush
with  the   face  of  the  demodulator.   This
prevents  the  accidental  turning  of  the
knobs   after  the  controls  have  been  ad-
justed.

The  remaining  features   include  a  di-
rect   ''out"  switch  which  bypasses   the  de-
modulator  for  stereo  reproduction,   a  CD-
4  radar  la.xp  which  lights  up  when  a  CD-4
record  is  played,   the  usual  mode  selec-
tor  switch,   a  high-blend  switch  that  in
the   ''on"  position  permits   extremely  worn
CD-4   records   to  be  reproduced  without
irritating  surface  noise,   and  the  car-
tridge  selector  switch  which  permits  the
demodulator  to  be  used  with  either  the
Panasonic  four-channel  semiconductor
cartridge   such   as   the  EPC-450CII  or  the
conventional   four-channel  magnetic  car-
tridge.

Specifications   for  the  SH-400  are  an
overall   frequency  response  of  20-16,000
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tridge.   Input   impedance   is   2.2KQ  for  the
semiconductor  and   100KQ  for  the  magnetic
cartridge.   Output   level   is   200mv;   output
impedance   is   300Q;   S/N  ratio   is   60dB;
and  channel  separation  is  front-rear
30dB   and  left-right  55dB.

JVC   4DD-5

THE   JVC   4DD-5   demodulator   (Fig.5)    is   one
of  the  first   CD-4   demodulators  made
available  to  the  general  public.   In
fact,   it  can  be  called  the  "grandfather"
of  CD-4  demodulators.   It   acce|)ts   a  mov-
ing  magnet  cartridge,   designed  for  a
frequency  res|]onse  extending  to  45-50
kHz,   e.g.,   the   JVC   4MD-20X.    Generally,
these  cartridges  have  a  special  stylus
with  a  Shibata  tip  or  one  quite  similar
to  it.

Sepa.ration  and  30kHz  carrier  level
must  be  adjusted  for  the  particular  car-
tridge  being  used.   These  paraneters   are
adjusted  with  the  aid  of  a  45rpm  record

(4DE-205).   The   30kHz   carrier   level   re-
quires   careful  adjustment   for  optimum
performance.   The  advanced  audiophile
will  probably  use   an  oscilloscope   for
precise  setting  of  the  carrier  level.
The   CD-4   RADAR   lights   whenever   a   CD-4
record   is  being  I)layed.

Unlike  the  Panasonic  demodulator,   the
JVC   4DD-5   demodulator  has   a  two-channel
stereo  position  for  playing  stereo  rec-
ords  directly  through  the  preamplifier.
When  the   front  switch  is   in  the  two-
channel  position,   stereo  records  will  be
pla.yed  as   two-channel   stereo  sound
through  all   four  speakers.   However,   when
the   switch  on  the  back  of  the  demodula-
tor  is  also  turned  to  the  ''on"  position,
the  demodulator  is  by-passed  and  the
signal  goes   directly  to  the  phono  input
of  the  main  preamplifier  stage.

Of  course,   the  direct  output  of  the
demodulator  must  be   connected  via  cables
to  the  phono  input  of  the  preaLmplifier.
If  you  wish  to  play  matrix  recordings,
you  need  only  switch  the   front   demodula-
tor  mode   switch   to   ''2-CH''   and  the  rear
switch  to  ''on"  and  then  proceed  in  the
usual  manner  for  matrix  reproduction.

The  absence  of  a  master  volume  control
is   a  nuisance.   The  instruction  manual
accompanying  the  demodulator  is   good  and
connecting  the  unit  to  an  existing  audio
system  is   fully  explained.

The  overall  frequency  response  of  the
4DD-5   demodulator   is   20   to   16,000Hz.    It
employs   6   IC's,   6   FET's,   27  transistors,
and  23  diodes.   The  phono   cartridge   input
sensitivity  is   1.5mv  for  an  output   level
of   300mv.    Input   impedance   is   100KQ  and
the  output   impedance   is   5Ki}.

JVC   CD4-392

THIS   IS   THE   NEW   CHIP   demodulator   that
JVC  is  using  in  all  their  audio  units
where   CD-4   is   offered.   JVC   does   not,   at
this   time,  plan  to  market  a  separate  de-
modulator.   This   new   demodulaLtor  is  being
offered  to  any  manufacturer  desiring  to
include  a  CD-4  demodulator  in  his   audio
line  of  preamplifiers-amplifiers  or
receivers .

The  chip  has  been  designed  by  JVC  en-
gineers   and  designated   as   CD4-392   (Fig.
6).   It   is   a  high   level   16-pin  monolithic
IC.   Two  of  these  chips   are  mounted  on  a
delnodulator  circuit  board  that  fits  into
the  palm  of  a  hand   (Fig.7)   for  an  unbe-
1ievably   small   CD-4  demodulator,   measur-
ing   4.3"   x   3.1"   in   size.

The  development   of  the   IC  chip  has   led
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to  an  efficient  circuit  where  the  30kHz
carrier  level  is  automatically  adjusted
to  whatever  CD-4   cartridge   is  being
used.   The   same   IC  chip  will   also   auto-
matically  switch  between  two-channel   and
four-channel  modes.

Audio  experimenters  will  probably  find
the   CD4-392   chip  and  the  demodulator
circuit  board  a.vailable  for  building  a
complete  CD-4  demodulator  in  the   future.
I  do  not  anticipate  their  availability
to  the  experimenter  before   late   1976.

Lafayette   CD-4

THIS   DEMODULATOR   (Fig.8)    is   similar   in
operation  to  the  original  Panasonic  and
JVC  demodulatoI`s.   One   of  its   a.dvantages
is  that  the  30kHz  carrier  level   is  set
automatically  for  any  CD-4  cartridge.
However,   the   separation  controls  must  tie
adjusted  for  a  given  cartridge,   using
the  CD-4  adjustment  record  that  accom-
pa.nies   the   Lafayette  demodulator.   Like
the  JVC  4DD-5,   this  unit  permits   the  di-
rect  playing  of  stereo  or  mono  records
by  by-passing  the  demodulator.   When  in
the   ''2CH"  position,   stereo  may  be  played
through  all   four  speakers.   There  is  no
master  volume  control.

The  instruction  manual   is   adequate  and
installing  the  unit  should  present  no
problem,   even   for  the  beginner.   The
overall   frequency  response  of  the  Lafay-
ette   CD-4   demodulator  is   20-16,000Hz.
The   unit   employs   2   IC's,   4   FET's,   35
transistors,   and  27   diodes.   The  phono
ca.rtridge  input  sensitivity  is   1.5mv  for
an  output   level   of  300mv.   Input   imped-
ance   is   100KQ.

Harman-Kardon   44+

THIS   CD-4    DEMODULATOR   (Fig.9)    is   a   re-
cent  addition  to  the  market,  but  does
not  employ  chip  circuitry.   It   incorpor-
ates  the  demodulator  sections   found  in
the  Harman-Kardon   700+,   800+,   and   900+
four-channel  receivers.   Its  circuit  is
generally  not  unlike  the  standard  demod-
ulators  previously  described.   Its   30kHz
carrier  level  is  automatically  set  fol`
whatever  CD-4   cartridge  is  being  used.
The  separation  controls  must  be  adjusted
for  a  given  cartridge  with  the  CD-4  ad-

Fig.  7 ,  atwre,  Fig.  8,  below.
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Fig.  9,  above

justment   record  accompanying  the  demodu-
lator.   Like   the  JVC  and   La.fayette  demod-
ulators,   this  demodulator  permits  the
direct  playing  of  stereo  or  mono  records
by  by-passing  the  demodulator  circuits.
Stereo  or  mono  may  be  played  tllrough  all
four  speakers.   As   is  usual  with  all  de-
modulators,   there   is  no  master  volume
control .

The  instmction  manual  is   adequate  and
installing  the  unit  should  prove  to  be
relatively  easy.

The  overall  frequency  response  is   20
to   10,000Hz.    It   employs   3   IC's,   4   FET's,
40  transistors,   and   16  diodes.   The  phono
cartridge  input  sensitivity  is  2mv  for
an  output   level   o£  775mv.    In|)ut   imped-
ance   is   loo,000fi  and  the  output   imped-
a.nee   is   2000Q.

UD-4   System

AS   IF   THERE   WASN'T   ENOUGH   confusion   al-
ready,   Duane   Cooper  and  the  Nippon  Col-
uinbia  Company  of  Japan  plan  to   introduce
another  quadriphonic  system  before  year-
end.   This   system  is   intended  to  simplify
the  broadcasting  of  compatible  discrete
four-channel   recordings.   The  UD-4   (uni-
versal   decoder  4  channel)   system   (wholly
compatible)   uses   a  base  band   and  an  FM
band  similar  to  that  of  the  CD-4  system.

The  base  band  is   up   to   18kHz   and  the
carrier  is   at   30kHz,  but  has  only  6kHz
for  each  side  band,   thus  giving  a  top
frequency  o£  36kHz.   The  designers  be-
lieve  the  narrow  6kHz  band  is  all  that
is  necessary  for  extra  directional  in-
formation.   The  UD-4'systen`s  unique  fea-
ture  is  base  bands  which  have  a  matrix
recorded  on  them  tha.t  can  be  picked  up
by  a  standard  stereo  cartridge  and
passed  through  a  decoder  with  the  asso-
ciated  amplifiers  for  a  matrix  four-
channel   Pt}ogram.

Using  a  cartridge  that  reproduces  45
kHz  signals   and  a  demodulator,   the  FM
band  combined  with  the  matrix  band  will
produce  a  discrete  output  silnilar  to
CD-4.   Either  SQ  or  QS   could  be  put  on
the  matrix  bands,  thus  creating  some
form  of  compatibility  between  the  matrix
and  discrete  quadriphonic  systems.   Only
time  will  tell  whether  this  system  will
be  able  to  compete  with  the  currently
available  quadriphonic  systems.

Cartridges
ANY  0F  THE   STANDARD   stereo   cartridges,

usually  supplied  with  an  elliptical  sty-
lus   (Fig.10), function  well,  within  their
limitations,  with  all  matrix  decoders.
However,   for  the  playing  of  CD-4  encoded
records,  a  special  cartridge  is  required
for  proper  playback.  These  special  car-
tridges   also  reproduce  from  mono  and
stereo  records  as  well  as  any  of  the  ma-
trix  encoded  types.   All  cartridges  used
for  CD-4  playback  must  have  a  frequency
response  up  to  45kHz  in  order  to  recover
their  30kHz  carrier.

Except  for  the  Panasonic  EPC-450C,
EPC-450CII,   and  EPC-451C   semiconductor
cartridges,  all  cartridges  presently
available  are  o£`the  magnetic  variety.
The  stylus  usually  has  the  Shibata  con-
figuration  (Fig.1l)   or  one  similar  to
it.   The  Shibata  design  makes  maximum
surface  contact  with  the  vertical  groove
walls  possible,  while  minimizing  fore-

F±g.  1_2_,  above,Bchenaticallg  represents
the  elliptical  stylus and  the 5]hlhata
stylus  ln  a  eec:ord  groove  ait  two  grarmB.
The  Shlbaita  has  a  clailmed  surface  con-
taEt _four  times  that  of  elllp±±aal,  z`e-
Sulting  ln  a  pressure  per  8urfacie  uult
of  only  one  fourth  for  the  sane  track-
ing  fort:a.



and-aft  contact  that  gives  rise  to  dis-
tortion  and  limits  high  frequency  res-
ponse   (Fig.12).

This  is  accomplished  by  grinding  sev-
eral  facets  on  the  stylus  tip  to  more
closely .duplicate  the  effective  shape  of
the  original  cutting  stylus  that  created
the  record.   Each  radius  is  carefully
controlled  to  insure  maximuii  record  and
stylus   life.   Generally,  the  stylus  tip
radii   are  approximately  75u  x  8ti.   The
shape  of  the  Shiba.ta  or  Shibafa-like
stylus   is  complex,   requiring  the  most
sophisticated  diamond-shaping  equipment
and  the  highest  tolerance  to  achieve.

When  mounting   a  CD-4   cartridge   into
its  tone-arm  shell,   it  is  essential  that
you  remove  the  stylus   assembly.   Such  in-
structions  should  accompany  every  car-
tridge  but,  unfortunately,  not  all  manu-
facturers  supply  this  information.   To  be
certain  you  know  how  to  remove  the  sty-
lus   assembly  from  the  body  of  the  car-
tridge,   I   recommend  you  ask  the  dealer
selling  the  cartridge  to  explain  this
point  by  demonstrating  it.

I  have  used  all  the  CD-4  cartridges
available  at  this  writing  and,  to  date,
have  tested  most  of  them  and  found  them
to  be  adequate  for  playing  CD-4  records.
The  top  four  CD-4  cartridges   in  my  pub-
lished  evalua.tions  were  the  Audio-
technica  AT20SL,   the  Ortofon  SL15Q,   the
Audio-technica  AT155,   and  the  Panasonic
EPC -450C -I I .

The   AT20SL  and   the   OI.tofon  SL15Q  are
considered  to  be  about  equal,  while  the
AT15S   and   the   Panasonic   EPC-450C-II   are
on  a  par  with  one  another  and  a  close
secol`d  to  the  first  two  cartridges.
These  cartridges  appear  to  have  a  better
definition  of  individual  instruments,
expecially  of  the  percussive  nature.

For  those  readers  interested  in  a  de-
tailed  evaluation  of  CD-4  cartridges,
see  At]alc7  magazine,   March   1974,   p.36;
Audio  Scene   (Canada) ,   Ma.y   1974,   p.33;
a.nd  Auc]io  magazine,   August   1974,   p.65.
Further  reports  on  CD-4  cartridges  have
appeared  in  Audio  during  Fall   1974.

Although  you  may  be  tempted  to  try  the
standard  stereo  cartridges  to  play  CD-4
records  through  a  demodulator,   I   cannot
recommend  it.   The  remote  possibility  of
ruining  the  CD-4  record  by  wiping  out
the  30kHz  carrier  signal  is  ever  pre-
sent.   Once  this  happens,   the  record  can
no  longer  be  used  for  four  channel  dis-
crete  playback.
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beyond  about  20-23kHz   and,   thus,   cannot
adequately  reproduce  the  rear  channels
without  distortion.   For  those  readers
who  purchase  CD-4  records  and  play  them
in  the  stereo  mode   (there  are  some  art-
ists  who  have  recorded  their  albums  only
in  the  CD-4  mode),   it  is  possible  to  ob-
tain  a  Shibata  stylus  for  their  stereo
cartridge.

Such  stylus  assemblies  are  available
from  the  Walco-Linck  Corporation,   Clif-
ton,  New  Jersey  07015.   Although  these
styli  will  generally  reproduce  the  CD-4
record  in  the  stereo  lnode  just  as  the
original  stylus  did,   they  will  also  re-
duce  the  wear  on  the  CI)-4  record  groove
walls.   Since  the  top  grade  stereo  car-
tridge  has  a  maximum  frequency  response
of  about  20-23kHz,   the  addition  of  a
Shibata  stylus  will  not  convert  the  car-
tridge  for  CD-4  use;   it  will  still  be
the  same  Stereo  cartridge  but  with  a
Shibata  stylus.   There  is  no  way  of  in-
creasing  the  frequency  response  of  a

stereo  cartridge.
With  the  exception  of  the  Panasonic

semiconductor   (and  the  Grado   FTR+1)   car-
tridges,   care  must  be  exercised  so  as
not  to  attenuate  the  high  frequency  res-
ponse  of  the  CD-4  cartridges.   The  con-
necting  cables   (including  the  tone-arm
wiring)  between  the  cartridge  and  the
demodulator  input  should  not  have  a
capacitance  in  excess  of  100pF  if  the
30kHz  carrier  is  not  to  be  attenuated.
Attenuation..of  the  30kl]z  carrier  signal
will  cause  the  rear  channels  to  distort
or  not  play  at  all.

Special   low-capacitance   cables   (15pF/
ft)   are  generally  supplied  with  each  de-
modulator.   IIowever,   the   length  of  these
cables  does  not  exceed  48  inches.   If
longer  cables   are  needed,   they  may  be
made  up,   using  Columbia  Electronic   C:a-
bles,   catalog  number   1395,   low-capaci-
tance  microphone  cable,   which  may  be
obtained  from  electI.onic  parts  dealers.
This  particular  cable  has  a  remarka.bly
low  capacitance  of  llpF/ft.

Where  a   longer  cable  is  necessary,
subtract  the  capacitance  of  the  tone-arm
wires   from  100   (the  total  capacitance
perlnitted)   and  divide  the  result  by  11
(pF/£t).   The  resultant   figure  is  the
maximum   length  of   llpF/ft   cable  you  rna.y
use  to  connect  the  cartridge  to  the  de-
modulator.   Should  it  be  necessary  to   lo-
cate  the  turntable  more  than  4-6  feet
from  the   demodulator,   a  CD-4   Line   Capac-
ity  Compensator  may  be  inserted  between
the  turntable  and  the  demodulator.

This  small  battery-operated  booster
amplifier  voltage  follower  device  may  be
attached  to  the  back  of  the  turntable.
The   CD-4   Line  Capacity  Compensator  may
be   obtained   from  M   6   W   Radio   Corp. ,   Wil-
1iston  Park,   NY   11596.   The   cartridge   is
connected  by  a  short  audio  cable  not  ex-
ceeding  100pF   (including  the  tone-arm
wire  capacitance)   to  the  input  of  the
Compensator,   which  properly   loads   the
CD-4  cartridge.

Subsequently,   a  length  of  audio  cable
not   exceeding   8200pF  may  be   connected
between  the  output  of  the  Compensator
and  the  input  of  the  demodulator.

Moving  coil  cartridges   capable  of
playing  CD-4  recoI.ds  usually  require
either  a  transformer  or  a  special  car-
tridge  preamplifier  to  boost  the  car-
tridge  output  to  a  level  the  average
preamplifier  phono  input  or  the  CD-4
demodulator's  phono  inputs   can  use.   Al-
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and  Supex,   the  usual  cartridge  transfor-
mer  or  preanplifier  has  not  been  totally
satisfactory  for  the  audiophile  with  a
discerning  ear.

To  overcome  this  problem,   Mark  Levin-
son  Audio  Systems,   21   Carriage  Drive,
Woodbridge,   CT  06525,   offers   a  super
cartridge  preanplifier   (JC-1)  made  es-
pecially  for  use  with  moving  coil  car-
tridges.   The  JC-1   cartridge  preamplifier
permits  the  moving  coil  cartridges  to  be
used  to  their  full   advantage,   making
possible  extremely  accurate  and  low
noise  disc  reproduction.   The  JC-I  has  an
equivalent  input  noise  of  -147dBm;   fre-
quency  response  o£   -1dB  at   10Hz   to   -1dB
at   100kHz   or   ±0.2dB   20Hz-50kHz;   THD   at
100mv  output   is   typically  0.05%;   maximum
input  for  rated  output  is   8mv  with  an
output   of   250mv/0.259oTo   THD.   With   a   2-4
Ohm  moving  coil   cartridge  resistance
(source)   the  gain  is   35dB.   /Z'he  levlnson
is  priced  at  S170.  The  Huntington  Micro
Prealiip  is  also  available,  at  SB9.95.

Iluntington  Electronics ,  Shelton,  CT
06484 . --Ed . I

Recordings

A  LARGE   VARIETY  of  matrix   and  discrete
encoded  records   is  now  available.  As  of
mid-1974,   over   360   SQ,   200   QS(RM)  ,   and
200  CD-4  records  were  available  in  this
country.   The  numbers   are   considerably
higher  when  imports   are   included.   Many
of  the  foreign  records  al.e  available  in
the  larger  record  shops  throughout  the
country .

The  largest  domestic  producers  of  en-
coded  records   are   Columbia   (SQ),   Ovation
and   Project   3   (QS/RM) ,   and   RCA   and   WEA
(Quadradisc/CD-4).   The  Japanese   lead  in
the  production  of  QS(RM)   and  CD-4   encod-
ed  records.   Japanese  records  are  avail-
able  in  this  country  from  some  major
record  stores.   However,   Japanese  rec-
ords,   especially  the  superb  JVC  issues,
may  be  ordered  directly  or  through  your
dealer   from  K  and  M  Publishing   Company,
142   West   57th   Street,   New   York,   NY   10019.

Despite  the  variety  of  encoding  pro-
cesses,   all  quadriphonic  recordings  are
compatible  and  may  also  be  played  on
stereophonic  and  monophonic  systems.   0£
course,   as  is  true  with  stereo  records,
a  defective  playing  stylus  or  a  stylus
force   exceeding   a  maximum  of  about   2.5
grams  will  probably  danage  or  destroy
the  encoded  signals.

When  PVC   (polyvinyl   chloride)   was  used
in  the  manufacture  of  all  quadriphonic
records,   the  surface  noise  on  the  rec-
ords  was   almost  nonexistent,   especially
on  the  CD-4  Quadradisc.   With  the  govern-
ment  curtailing  the  availability  of  PVC,
the  newer  quad  records  are  a.gain  produc-
ing   surface  noise.   Recently,   RCA  an-
nounced  the  development  of  a  new  com-
pound  which   is  being  used  for  most  of
the  new  CD-4  releases.   The  surface  noise
appeared  to  halve  been  considerably  re-
duced .

[Editor`s  Note:    A  recent  paper  deliv-
ered  at  the  49th  Oc)nvention  of  the  Audio
Engineering  Society  by  G.A.   Bogartz  and
co-authored  bg  S.   Kumar  Khanna  revealed
that  a  special  compound  is  really  inanda-
tory  for  making  a  durable  45kHz  band-
width  recording  whose  grooves  will  sur-
vive  50  plays  with  a  2.5  gram  tone  arm.
The  question  period  reveal.ed  that  many
of  the  c:oinpounds  used  heretofore  to  make
CD-4  discs  were  inferior  and  that  such
discs  lose  their  encoded  signal  after  as
few  as  25  plagings.--Ed.]

Another  problem  that  plagues  the  con-
sumer  is   record  wart)age,   which  at  times
has  been  as  high  as   5/16",  making  the
records  hardly  playable.   A  bad  warp  can
cause  rear  channel  distortion,   especial-
ly  in  the  CD-4  node,   as  well   as   causing
the  CD-4  demodulator  to  cut  in  and  out.

To  demonstrate  the  discrete  four-
channel   sound  at   its  best,   I   recommend
any  of  the  following:
I.   "ancini  Salutes  Sousa--RCA  Quadra-

disc,   APD1-0013
2.   Carly  Simon--ro  Sec.reds--Elektra

Quadradisc,   EQ-5049
3.   Neil's  Diamonds  Fashioned  bg  Hugo

4fontenegrro--RCA  Quadradisc,   APDl-
0132

4.   Afandoljn  Serenade--JVC  Quadradisc,
CD4W-7016

5.   Artur  Rubinstein--Raahmanll]o££..  P±a]]o
Concrerto  No. 2--RCA  Quadradisc ,   ARD1-
0031

6.   Vil.gil   Fox--Heatry  organ  at  C'arneg±e
Hall--RCA  Quadradisc,   ARD1-OO81
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7.   Webersinke--Famous  organ   Works  by
7.S.   Bach--JVC,   CD4K-7507E

8.   St:olen   Goc)ds--RCA  Quadra.di.sc,   ARDl-
0015

9.   Calabasas--B.W.   Stevenson--RCA  Quad-
radisc,   APD1-0410

10.   David  Gates--Elektra  Quadradisc,   EQ-
5066

11.   St:ardrive--Elektra  Quadradisc,   EQ-
5058

12.   Fireworks--JVC  Quadradisc,   4DIO8
13.   percussion  Music--Nonesuch  Quadra-

disc,   HQ129l
14.  Love  Theme  fran  The  Godfather--Hugo

Montenegro--RCA  Quadradisc,   APD1-
0001

15.   Snowflakes  Are  Dai]clng--Isao  Tomita
(Moog   Synthesizer)--RCA  Quadradisc,
ARD1-0488

16.   Beethoven ,  Nine  Symphonies--Le±pz±g
Gewandhaus   Orchestra,   Kurt  Masur,
conductor--JVC  Quadradisc,   CD4I(-
7530-7

Beethoven's  nine   symphonies   are  brand
new   recordings  made   for   CD-4,   performed
from   1971   to   1973.   The  set   includes  nine
discs,   eight  for  the  nine  symphonies,
and  one  for  five  Beethoven  overtures.
This  set  is  a  superb  quadriphonic  recor-
ding  that  should  make  Beethoven  enthusi-
asts   most  happy.   The  haLndsomely  boxed
set  may  be  obtained  from  the  LJVC  Cutting
Center.,   Suite   500,   6363   Sunset   Boulevard,
Hollywood,   CA  90028,   for   $49.95   plus
shipping   charges   of  about   $3.00.   The
other  Quadradiscs  may  be  obtained  from
your  record  dealer  and  the  K  and  M  Pub-
1ishing   Co.

Similarly,   to  demonstrate  the  SQ  four-
channel  inatrix  system  at  its  best,   any
of  the  following  are  recommended:

1.   Earth,   Wind  and  Fire--Head  to   the
sky--Columbia,   SQ,   CQ   32194

2.   Tchaikovsky:   I8j2  overture,  J3oi]reo
ai]d  Juliet,  Narche  slave--EMI  SQ,
Q4   ASD   2894

3.   Berlioz:   jiegujem--Vanguard   SQ,   VSQ
7ffJJJ6 / 7

4.   j3ose  Garden--Lynn  Anderson--Coluinbia
SQ,    CQ30411

5.   Stravinsky:  Ze  Sacre  du  Pr±ntemps--
Bernstein--Columbia   SQ,   MQ31520

6.  Music  for  organ,  Brass  and  Percus-
slon--E.   Power   Biggs--Columbia  SQ,
MQ31193

7.   Spec/e  Expez`Ience--John   Keating--EMI
SQ,    Q4TW0393

8.   Handel :  Royal  fireworks  Huslc/Z'be
nrater  Husjc--Vanguard  SQ,   VSQ30020

9.   ffeacihunters--Herbie  Hancock--Colun-
bia   SQ,    CQ32731

10.   Kris   Kristofferson--Spockg  fady 's
sldesj]ow--Monument ,   PZQ32914

11.   Bartok:  C'oncerco  for  orct]estra--
Boulez--Columbia   SQ,   MQ32132

12.   Grover  Washington,   Jr.--Soul  Box--
I(udu   SQ,    KSQX1213

13.   Chase--Pure  „usJc--Epic   SQ,   EQ32572
14.   Earth,   Wind  and   Fire--open  our  Eyes

--Columbia   SQ,   CQ32712
15.   Santana 's  Gz`eatest  Hlts--Columbia

SQ,    PCQ33050

Record   Care

CLEANLINESS   IS   THE   KEY   WORD   for   quadri-
phonic  records.   Dust  and  dirt  in  the  re-
`eord  grooves  play  havoc  with  all  records
but  especially  with  the  CD-4  Quadradisc.
It  takes  only  a  little  dust  in  the
groove  of  a  CD-4  record  to  cause  mis-
tracking  with  subsequent  deterioration,
particularly  in  the  rear  channel  sig-
nals.  This  is  also  true  for  the  car-
tridge  stylus,  which  must  be  kept  metic-
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ulously  clean  if  the  rear  channel  sig-
nals   are  to  sound  clean.

Some   of  the  best   I.ecol.d   cleaning
equipment  has  been  designed  and  marketed
by   Cecil   E.   Wa.tts   of  England.   The
"Preener"  and  the  "Parastat"  a.re  well-
known  in  this   country  a.nd  used  by  all
discerning  audiophiles   in  the  care  of
their  stereo  records.

Because  of  the  stringent  requirements
of  CD-4   records,   Audio-technica  U.S. ,
Inc.   has   introduced  a  new  record  cleaner
(AT6008)   specifically  designed  to  keep
the  grooves   super  clean.   The  unique  fea-
ture  of  this  record  cleaning  device
(Fig.19)   is   its   rotating  handle,   which
permits  a  fresh  cleaning  surface  to  be
provided  continually  as  the  cleaner  is
moved  across  the  record.   The  cleaning
solution  is  placed  in  a  reservoir  on  top
of  the  cleaner,   from  which  it  is  dis-
pensed  gradually  to  the  velvet  surface
below.

The  gradual  dispensing  of  the  liquid
avoids  the  excessive  application  of  li-
quid  common  with  most  other  cleaning
units.   Excessive  cleaning   liquid  must  be
avoided,   especially  with  CD-4  records,
since  such   liquid  usually  entraps  dust
and  dirt.   When  it  dries,   a  micro  amount
of  residue  remains   packed  on  the  groove
walls,   causing  mistracking   and  distor-
tion  of  the  30kHz  carrier  signal  as  the
stylus.  passes  over  it.

Accessory   Equi.pment

WHEN   ADJUSTING   SEPARATION   CONTROLS   on   a
demodulator,   the  advanced  audiophile
finds   it  advantageous   to  visualize  the
rear  channel   signals   so  that  maximum
separation  is   obta.ined.   The  Panasonic
four-channel   Audio  Scope   SH-3433  enables
visualization  of  the  four-channel  acous-
tic  field  as  well  as   the  wave  for.In  of
the  output   of  each  channel   (Fig.20).
Another  feature  of  the  Audio  Scope  is
its  ability  to  provide  visually  a  check
of  the  front-to-rear  phase  relation,
since  a  correct  phase  relationship  is
paramount  in  quadriphonics.   The  unit  al-
so  haLs   a  mode  switch   for  displaying
either  matrix  or  discrete  four-channel
s i8nals .

Another.  instrument  of  proven  value  is
the   JVC   Model   MM-4   Memory   Level   Meter.
This  four-channel   level  display  meter
is   an  accurate  and  highly  sen-
sitive  display  for  the  VU  or  peak   levels
of  four  independent  simultaneous  sound
signals.   The  display  utilizes  a  plasma
technique  that  is  capable  of  displaying
the  peak  levels  of  transient  waveforlns
without   any  time  delay.

A  built-in  memory  circuit  allows   the
maximum  peak   to  be  stored  and  visually
displayed  while  instantaneous   levels   are
on  display  for  each  channel.   At  the
touch  of  a  button,   the  meter  can  be
switched  to  either  the  peak  or  VU  mode.
Both  the  peak  and  VU  scales   are  calibra-
ted  in  dB,   with  the  VU  scale  range  being
-20   to  +3dB  and  the  peak  scale  range

+Fig.   19

Fig,   20+

from  -10   to   +12dB.   Built-in  reference
oscillators   a.id  in  the  simple  calibra-
tion  of  the  unit.

Position   of  the   Listener
LOCATION   0F   THE   LISTENER   is   a  matter  of
personal   choice.   But,   above  all,   the
front  and  rear  speakers  must  first  be
balanced  and  of  equal   loudness  as  evi-
denced  by   listening.   A  more  accurate  way
is  by  using  a  good  test  record.   A  more

pleasing  effect  results  if  the  listener
elevates  the  rear  speakers  two  or  three
feet  higher  than  the  front  speakers.

We  note  that  musicians   and  singers
seeln  to  prefer  being  centered  between
a.1l  four  speakers  because  this   is  the
way   the  music   sounded   to   them  when  they
wel`e  part  of  a.n  orchestra.   But   concel.t-
goers  appear  to  prefer  a  position  two  or
three  feet  in  front  of  the  rear  speak-
ers.   This   is  appaLrently  true  for  classi-
cal  music  since  frequently  the  quadri-
phonies  system  reproduces  only  the
directly  recorded  ambient  sound.

In  general,   I   should   like   to  recommend
that   as   a  start,  when  pla.ying  mood
music,   jazz,   vocal  music,   and  pops,   the
center  position  between  a.11   speakers  be
used.   For  classical,   chamber  music,   sym-
phonies,   operas,   musicals,   and  other
la.rge  groups,   I   recommend  a  position
anywhere  from  three  feet  in  front  of  the
rear  speakers  to  three  or  four  feet  be-
hind  them.   As  with  anything  new,   experi-
mentation  is  the  order  of  the  day.

Because  of  the  psychoacoustic  phenome-
non  in  quadriphonics,   I  would  suggest
that  no  four-channel  system  be  set  up  in
a  room  larger  than  the  normal   living
room.   In   the  beginning,   many  demonstra.-
tions   failed  because  they  were  conducted
in  large  halls  and  salons.

Conclusion

QUADRIPHONICS   IS   A   REALITY   that   is   ad-
vancing  by  leaps   and  bounds.   Both  the
systems   and  the  discs  have  had  tremen-
dous   improvements   in  the  past  year.   The
problems  originally  confronting  the  re-
cording  engineers   and  the  mix-down  per-
sonnel  have  been  generally  overcome.

Manufacturers   are  producing  new  hard-
ware  at   a  phenomenal   rate,   and  most  seem
to  have  settled  on  the  SQ  and  CD-4  sys-
tens  since  both  are  included  i:n  the
newer  hardware.

Caveat  emp±or  is  the  key  phrase  for
those  just  entering  the  area  of  quadri-
Phonics.   Before  deciding  on  ar`y  of  the
quadriphonic  systems,   I   suggest  you  read
literature  by  various  manufacturers,
read  the  reviews   in  the  popular  maga-
zines   that  are  devoted  to  equipment  re-
views  and  discuss  quadriphonics,listen
to  the  various  systems  at  dealers'   show
rooms   and  discuss   the  pros   and  cons  with
knowledgeable  dealers   and  friends.   Only
then  should  you  decide  on  the  direction
you  are  going  to  take.

In  closing,   enjoy  quadriphonics,   ma-
trix  and/or  discrete.   I  believe  it  is
here  to  stay.

-i----_i--:-----



BY    JOSHUA    I.    GOLDBERG

IN    CIRCUIT   ANALYSIS   a    voltage

source   represents   a   device  with
two   terminals   whose   voltage   is

known,    independent   of   how   much   cur-
rent    is   flowing   through    lt.   A   power
supply   approximates   this    idealized
element.   The   simplest   power   supply
is   a   battery.   Properly   chosen   it
can   be   nearly   perfect.   Unfortunate-
ly,    it   doesn't   last,   or   if   it   does
you  can't   lift   it  or  afford   it.

So   the  simplest   transistor   power
supplies   use   a   transformer,   diodes
and   capacitors.   These   "unregulated"
supplies   have   sons   drawbacks    in
higher   power   circuits.    Ripple   on
the   unregulated   power   supply   tends
to  arrive   at   the   speaker   as   hum.
Also,line   voltage   and   load   current
variations   change   the   supply   volt-
age   and   therefore   this   makes   mini-
mum   distortion   amplifier   biasing
very   hard   to   real ize.

Regulated   supplies   are   designed
to  eliminate   ripple   and   bias   shift
problems.   Adding   active   components
to   an   unregulated   supply   to  make   a
regulated   supply   suggests   a   pos-
sible   additional    function:   protect-
ing   amplifier   output   transistors
with   the   extra   active   parts.

In   the   remainder   of   this   discus-
sion   we  wHl    consider   series   rather
than   shunt   regulators.    Shunt   regu-
lators   tend   to  be   more   complex   to
design   arid   build.   Their   saving
grace,   efficiency,    is   only   a   minor
virtue   when   a   wall    plug    is   near.
[Unless  electric  rates  contiliue  to
rise.--Ed.]

The   regulated   supply   of   Fig.1    re-
presents   a   collection   of   possible
circuits.    By   choosing   the   variable
parameters   from  Table   1,   you   can
make   a   positive   supply   which   deliv-
ers   between   16   and   40   Volts   at   up
to   4   Amperes.    Parts    list    in   Fig.1a
lists   components   to   deliver   +68V   DC
at   a   maximum   of   3A.

In   addition,   the   inverse   of   the
circuit,    in   Fig.2,   yields   a   collec-

Fig.1a           PARTS    LIST

for   positive   68V,    3A   supply

R1   -   see   text
R2   -   6.8K  2W   carbon   or   2x[3K   IW   ±5%
R3    -    1(i
R4   -   4K7
R5   -   2.2Meg
R6    -   6K2
R7   -   22K
R8   -   62K
R9   -   6K2
R10    -   2K7
Rll   -220K  Trimpot   0.1   watt
All    resistors   !W  ±5%   unless   other-

wise   designated
C1    -    3,750uF    @   80V
C2    -    100uF    @    100V

D1--D4    -400V    PIV,    3A
D5   -     lN4002--100PIV
D6   -   43V   Zener   400mw.   ±5%

ohEE=#E!Lffitp!Fig'
Flo.1
POSITIVE  SUPPLY

I-----1
''

D7   -   56V   Zener   400   mw.±5%
D8   -lN4002--100PIV
F1    -3AG    2A   Slo-blo
lc-I    -    741    op   amp
L-1    -Light   emitting   diode   Dialco

521-9166   or   virtually   any
type

T-1    -115V    AC    pri.;    56V    @    3A   secon-
dary

Q1    -TIP    35C-NPN
Q2    -TIP    30C-PNP
Q3    -TIP    30C-PNP
S1    -SPST    switch,    2A

For   negat:ive   supply,   68V,   3A,   make
fol  lowing   part:s   changes :

-TIP    36C-PNP

lp   29C-NPN
29C-NPN

a-
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tion   of   circuits   for   a   negative
regulator.   Both   circuits   protect
themselves   and   the   amplifier   they
serve   by    limiting    if   their   maximum
current   is   reached.   They   also   iHu-
minate   a   small   warning   set    Hght
should   significant    limiting   occur.

HOW    IT    WORKS

In   this   circuit   Ql   acts   as   a   ser-
ies   regulator.   The   voltage   at   pin   3

: -c2-+
C

DC 15P
POSITIVE

o   SUPPLY•ul±'-I

-C2

C

DG 15N
NEGATIVE

DSUPPIJY

I    fro1-
F    ±D2-

:.i43:3i

ii#i
4pr

`,,

of   lc-1    is   essentially   the   zener
voltage   of   D7   when   Ql    is   conduct-
ing®    lf   this   were   not   so,   the   out-
put   of    lc-1   would   adjust   the   base
current   of   Ql   until    pin   2   and   pin   3
voltages  were   equal.

The   self-adj.usting   property   of   an
output   fed   back  on   its    input   in
this   way   is   caHed   negative   feed-
back.    In   this   case    lc-1    is   a   very
high   gain   element   which    ampl  ifies
voltage   differences   between   pin   2
and   pin   3.   The   connection   of    its
output   via   R4,   Q2,   Q1,   and   voltage
divider   R7,   R8   to   its   input   neans
all   that   gain    is   used   to   keep   the

¥:i:::et:td:  ::°gyc::::;?:;  €t=  or

:Agafe:::a:ivi:::.by   lc-lie  gain   in
The   power   supply   is   current   pro-

tected.   When   the   vottage   drop   ac-

::::s+::C::::e¥Eef::mQa3j:i:?::s
between    R2   and   D5.    R2   current
lights    L1,    the   supply    limit    light.
D5's   current   forces   pin   3   voltage
positive   which   causes    IC-1    to   go
positive   reducing   base   current   to
Ql    and    thus    limiting   Ql    current.

Alrrost   every   circuit   has   a   few
extra   parts   to  make   it  work.    In
this   circuit   R3    is   used   as   a    level

FIG.2
NEGATIVE SUPPLY
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:|i::e,6-:n:a:i:es::::::ef::  3?+,
divider   R3-R4   allows    lc-1    to   cut
off   Q1.   D5   functions   to   prevent
current   from   R7   sneaking   through
R10   and   R2   to   ground.

D6   and   R6   form   a   "negative`'   sup-
ply   for    lc-1    since   Max.   V+   -V-=
44V   for   a   741-type   amplifier.   D8
prevents   a  condition   where   the   dif-
ferential    input   voltage   limits   of
the   741   could   be   exceeded   at   turn
on   or   turn   off .   R5   restricts   the
gain   of    lc-1   to   prevent   component
variations   from   causing   some   sup-
plies   to  oscHlate.

This   power   supply   benefits   from  a
lovely   symmetry   which   semiconduc-
tors   possess.    If   you   can   build  a
positive   regulator,   then   a   negative
one   can   also  be   built   by   merely   re-
placing   NPN   with    PNP   and   vice
versa.   Thus   Fig.2    is   a   negative   re-
gulator  where   passive   components
values   are    identical    to   Fig.1.
Functional   behavior   is    identical    to
the   positive   regulator  with   cur-
rents   going   in   reverse.   Note,   how-
ever,   that   pin   7   is    in   the   negative
supply   connected   to  ground   and   that
the   positions   of   R6   and   D6   are
reversed .

____i

R9
Fig.  4,  top  left,  is  the  Positive  DG-15
p:arts  location guide.  Fig.  5,  middle  left,
i_s  the  negative  board's  parts  layout.  Fig-.
3,  left  is  a  full  size  Dg-15  etch  pattern.
Same  foil  pattern  serves  both  bc)ards.



Fig.6,  abc>ve,   is  an  early  version
of  the  DG-15  Goldberg  power  supply
board.  It  lacks  the  second  jumper
above  IC-i.  Subsequent  boards  have
parts  locaLtions  sctteened  on  them.

The   Goldberg   Supply:
How   to   Build   One

All    but   nine   of   the   31   parts    in
this   device   can   be   mounted   on   the
3   x   3±"   DG15   circuit   board.    The
DG-15   comes    in   two   forms,   positive
and   negative,   designated   by   the

TABLE    1

Desired    Supply   Voltage

Parameter 16-20             20-24             24-28             28-32 32-36 36-40

v++ 26-32             30-36             34-40             38-44 42-48 46-52
R1 Discussed   in   text

3K,    5%,
-R2 2.5K,    ±w,    5% W

R3 1K

R4R5R6R7R8R9 K
22M

10K
2.7K,1w5.1K2K,±w2K,iw±

1K

2.5K,     5%,    ±w- a%-I
RIO

Rll W

;:i:  ::i

D5 Discussed    in   text
D6D7

5:TB:r2o%,   4oomw
400mw-4Oomw

s    ffixes    DG-15P   or   DG-15N.    The    foil

pattern,   shown   full    size    in   Fig.3,
is   the   same   for   both   boards;    the
overlays   or   component   location
guides   show   the   differences   in   po-
larity   and   one   component   inter-
change .

The   DG-15   board   calls   for   two
short   j.umpers.    One,    j.ust   below   R1,
is   the   same   for  both   boards.   The
second,   j.ust   above   the    IC    (and   not

;i:W;  ::  #S  iigtiep:::?{j'v:°C:::ts
sion   (a   very   short   j.umper)   and   to

ground   ln   the   negative   version
(about   i"   long).    You   can   see   these
differences   by   comparing   the   parts
placement   diagrams    in   Fig.4   and
Fig.5.

Be   very  careful   to   note   the   pro-
per   polarities   for   the  eight   di-
odes,   and   the   output   capacitor   C-2.
Note   the   peculiarity   that   D6   and   R6
interchange   positions   when   you   are
building    the   negative   supply.

Rl    is   a   short   piece   of   nichrome
resistance  wire,   available   in   most

Concluded  on  page  29

20% Discount for 100
Pi®cos Combined 7400

CMOS +  FEBRUARY   -  SPECIALS
CD4001  a   .55 Miniature AlumAX inum  Electrolytic CapacitorsIALEATP
CD4002CD4007    1CD40091CD4010 5525 L          D    Y   E--F`ADIALLEADTYPE-

40605555504075255050555525607525254545706515252550905025509000
1-      10-                                                            1-      10-

CD4011 MFD-VOLTS9     99100   MFD-VOLTS     9     99100
CD4012CD4013    1CD40161CD40172CD40191CD40201CD40222CD4023CD4025CD40271CD4030CD40352CD40491CD4050174C0074C0274C0474C2074C74174C160374C16137f€]87i74C154374C163374C164374C173274C1953

i!';RE`;!i§!¥!!ii!ijiiiii§!!;!i!!!¥!ii!!iiii
*50  VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS

.001     mf.   5c   3.6c   3c             .033    mf.   6c   4c       3.5c

.0047  mf.   6c   4c       3.5c         .047    mf.   6c   4c       3.5c

.01        mf.   5c   3.6c   3c              .1           mf.12c               7.5c

.022    mf.   6c  4c       3.5c

CALCuLATOR&CLOCKCHIPSW/dsa3t.ag55001Lsl40pinDIP4funct

rRgj®£n?!!:,iii!i21[i!'N4001.09IN4002.10 5005  LS128 pin  DIP 4funct w/mom            7.95

MMiii!!!!ii

7.95!§ig§6£§'x§¥ugig#:Xi357.95

MM5316 40 pin alarm  6 dig                                 7.95

&t.jost£#f:::rTnfrutiae:aj:te:j#:;:tE¥;o±£j#h¥#
Wliolesal® OutlW.fFl]EE1ets - Write for Special Discounts97CaI

rito   or                              tao   -eta      ®e     .        Cac

P4%8S
P,O,  BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002

PHONE OPIDERS -(415)  592-8097

LM3oo               LINEAR             S     .79
LM301 H/N.                                                3/1.00
LM302H       Voltago  Fouowor                  .79
LM304H       Nogativ® Volt  Flog                 .89

1.00
[M38;I/N :opsiAi#pY3Ltp:reg74,,         .35
LM308H/N  Micro power op Amp       1.15
LM309K.     5VoltF`ogulator/Amp     1.25
LM310H        lmprd  volt  Follower         1.19
LM311H/N  Hi-performvoltcomp.1.00
LM318N       Hi-Speed op Amp             2.00
LM320K       -5V  5.2V  12V  15V-24

Nog.  Bog.                                 1.75
LM324N      Quad 7410pAmp            1.90
LM339N       Quad comparator             2.35
LM340K       +5V  12V  15V 24V

Poe.  Beg.                                1.89
LM340T       +5V  12V  15V 24V

1.7§

:M33gN     A:;e.:sesqosdo:csht,?pmp     i:::
LM380N *  2 Watt Ai.dio Power Amp  1.25
LM380-8N'.6 Watt Audio Amp          1.00
NE53lT         OP  Amp                                  3.00
NE550N        Volt.  F`®g.                                    .79
LM555V.     Timer                                          .75
NE565H.     PhaseLockLoop(T05)   1.75
LM565N.    PhasoLockLoop(DIL)    2.00
LM566CN I  Function  G®nerator          2.00
LM567H.     Ton®Generator  (T05)      1.76
LM567CN    ToneG®nerator(MINl)    2.00
LM703H       BF/lF  Amp                             ..45
LM723H/N.  Voltago  Flogulator              .55
LM741 H/N.  Comp. Op Amp           3/1.00
LM747H/N  Dual comp®n.OpAmp        .90
LM1310P
LM1458N
LM1556N.
LM2307P
LM3065N
LM3900N®
LM3905N.

Stereo  Demodulator        4.10
Dual coma. OpAmp            .65
5 Times  Faster 741             1.85
Curr®ntcontroll®d             3.15
T.V.-FMSoundsystom      .75
Quad Amp                               .50
Precision Timer                       .65
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TAMES    TWO   TEAC    TROUBLES

JUST   CURED   TWO   ILLS   in   my   TEAC
A-1200U  tape  deck  readers  might
take  note  of .   Before  I  left  for  the
Peace  Corps,   the  deck's  right
channel  was  getting  noisy  so  I  took
it  to  be  serviced   (under  warranty)
at  an  "authorized"  place  in  Syra-
cuse,   N.Y.   Because   the   deck  was   re-
turned  the  same  day  I  left  for
Africa,   I  didn't  have  time  to
check  out  what  repairs  were  made.

Two  years  later,   I  returned  and
found  the  left  channel  getting
noisy.   I  traced  the  r,oise  on  a
'scope  to  the  last  two  output  tran-
sistors  in  the  deck's  preamp.   I
also  noticed  that  when  the  deck  was
serviced  those  same  corresponding
transistors  in  the  right  channal
had  been  replaced,  but  replaced
with  improper  substitutes:  The
2SA49  was   replaced  with  an  RCA
SK3004   (instead  of   an   SK3005)   and
the   2SBl89  was   replaced  with  a
2S8346.   I  visited  Radio  Shack,   got
proper  replacements  for  both  chan-
nels,   and  the  deck  is  now  back  to
normal   (cost:   $4.00).

The  rubber  pinch  roller,  which
presses  against  the  capstan  for
driving  the  tape,  had  after  three
years  of  use  worn  at  the  edges.   A
raised  center  ridge  developed  on
the  wheel's  edge.   The  capstan
couldn't  drive  the  pinch  roller
properly  and  the  slippery  tape
would  slide  becween  the  capstan  and
roller  causing  annoying  speed  vari-
ations.   Solution:   find  an  ordinary
flat  file  and  file  that  roller's
edges   flat  again.   It  worked.
ED   RESLER
Killington,   VI`  05751

PANEL    PROCEDURES

ONE   0F   YOUR   READERS   recently   men-
tioned  the  problem  of  finding  hand-
some  front  panels   for  completed
projects.   I  was  pleased  to   lea.rn
from  your  reply  that  Dyna.co  will
supply  bla.nk  panels,   since   I  have  a
PAT-4   and  would   like  to  be  able   to
match  my  other  equipment  to  it.   I
have  found  what  is   for  me  a  very
good  solution  to  the  front  panel
problem  which   I'd   like  to  share
with  other  I.eaders.
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I   use  plain  aluminum  ra.ck  pa.nels,
one  eighth  inch  thick,   for  mine.
These  are  readily  available  in   19"
widths.   I   cut  these  to  proper  size
with  a  saber  or  ba.nd  sa.w,   being
careful  not  to  scratch  the  front
surface.   Use  a  large  file  placed
length-wise  along  the  edges   to  put
a  straight  finish  on  them,   then
drill  and  file  out  the  holes  re-
quired .

A  drill  does  not  make  a  perfectly
round  hole.   If  the  hole  will  not  be
covered  by  a  knob,   use   a  compass   or
template  to  scratch  the  outline,
then  use  a  drill  of  smaller  size
and  file  out  the  hole  to  the  proper
size.   I  put  a  brushed  finish  on  the
panel  using  medium-fine   emery  pa-
per.   This   is  done  by  sanding  in
st.raight  lines  Jeng±h-wise  on  the
panel.   A  little  practice   is   a.11   it
takes   to   do   a   good   job.   A  few   ex-
periments  will   demonstrate  which
type  of  grit  to  use  for  the  appear-
ance  desired   and  how   to  maneuver
the  paper  properly.   It  is   easy  to
sand  enough  to   remove  moderate  ble-
mishes   from  the  panel.

After  all   sanding   is   completed,
wash  the  panel   in  warm  water,   using
a  detergent,   and  dry  carefully,
handling  the  panel  so  your  fingers
do  not  touch  the  front  surface.   Ap-
ply  dry  transfers  carefully,  bur-
nish  them  into  place,   then  spray  on
a  light  coat  of  high  quality  non-
yellowing  clear  flat  finish  lacquer
to  protect  the  finish.

I've  rna.de   a  number  of  panels   in
this  manner,   and  the  final  product
is  quite  attractive,   even  if  it
does   seem   like   a   lot   of  work.

Another  method  I've  tried  uses
I/8"  to   1/4"  plexiglas.   This  mater-
ia.1   is   ea.sy  to  wol`k  with,   but   you
must  be  very  careful  not  to  scratch
it.   Work  with  the  protective  paper
on  it  until  you're  ready  to  add  the
final   touches.   Make  the  markings  on
the  paper   lightly  with  pencil.   When
all  holes  have  been  drilled  or
filed  out   (you  must  be  very  careful
in  dl`illing--special  drills  are
made  for  use  with  this  material,
but   if  you're  very  car.eful,   conven-
tional  drills  can  be  used),   the
edges  are  polished,   and  the  paper
is   removed  from  the  back  sul`face.

After  cleaning  the  surface  with
alcohol   (if  necessa.ry),   apply  spray
paint  of  the  desired  color  evenly
(use  several   light  coats)   to  the
back  surface  until  a  completely
opaque  finish  is  obtained.   Then  a
layer  of  contact  paper  or  vinyl
(any  kind)   is  applied  to  prevent
scratching  of  the  paint.   Trim  the
contact  paper  at  the  edges.   Now  re-
move  the  protective  paper  from  the
front  side,   clean  with  alcohol  if
necessary,   and  apply  dry  transfers,
being  careful  not  to  touch  the  sur-
face.   This   completes   the  panel   in
most   cases.

I  don't  think  that  using  a  spray

or  overcoating  the  transfers  would
give  a  good  appearance,   so  you  must
exercise  care  to  avoid  touching  the
panel.   One  way  to  do  this   is   to  use
skirted  knobs.   Edge-lighting  the
panel  is  very  attractive.  A  little
ingenuity  is  required  to  design  a
panel  properly  for  edge  lighting,
but  the  final  result  is  outstanding.
I  built  a  large  mixer-amplifier
with  a  12"  x  24"  edge-lit  front
panel  that  is  a  real  thing  of  beau-
ty.   I  used  tan  paint  on  the  back-
ing,  black  dry  transfers  with  black
knobs   and  walnut   franing.
FORREST   C.    GILMORE

Valley  Station,   KY  40272

[The  special  hole  cutters  sold  bg
Brookstone  do  a  fine  job  on  i/8"
aluminum.  You  can  protect  the  sur-
face  with  masking  tape  during  rna-
chining.  On  plexiglas  panels ,  some
prefer  to  bag  reversed  press  type
and  put  lettering  on  the  back  of
the  panel,  or  bg  mounting  the  let-
ters  on  sheet  nglar  to  be  used  be-
hind  the  plexiglas.--Ed.]

HOW    T0    DRILL    ROUND    HOLES
WITHOUT    REALLY    TRYING

IF   YOU   FIND   IT   IMPOSSIBLE   to   drill
round  holes  in  sheet  metal,   get  a
Unibit.   After  drilling  several  hun-
dred  with  one,   I  can  verify  that  it
really  works.   The  Unibit  is   a
tapered,   single  flute  drill  which
can  bore   13  different-sized  holes
from  1/8"   to  i"   in  I/32"  incl`e-
ments.   It's   a  bargain  at   $5.95.

The  instructions  say  that  center
punching  is  unnecessary.   I  find
that  center  punching  and  a  pilot
hole  of  about   1/16"  diameter  are
required,   if  the  hole  is  to  go
where   I  want   it.   The  Unibit   cuts
more  efficiently  and  cleanly  if  you
keep  a  thin  film  of  oil  on  it  and
clean  it  between  holes.   The  Unibit
can  be  used  to  de-burr  by  tuning
the  work  over  and  using  the  shoul-
der  of  the  next   larger  hole  size.

The  Unibit   can  be  obtained  from
Brookstone   Company,   17   Brookstone
Building,   Peterborough,   NH  03458,
They  now  offer  a  larger  Unibit  for
holes   from  9/16  through  1"   for
$12.95  but  it  has   a  *"  shank.
F.M.    GLOECKLER,    Jr.
Lorton,   VA   22079

......................................,,,,
row   you     CAN   HELp

WORE   OF   MciuTH  helps   us  grow.   And
our .growth means  a  stronger  publi-
Cation  whic:h  can  do  more  of -the
thi.Fgs _xpat  need  doing  in  the  pur-
suit  of  better  audio  systems.  -If
go.u  have  friends,  associates,  rela-
tives  or  even  enemies  that  siiare
g_our  enthusiasm  for  TAA,  either
let  us  send  you  prospectuses  to
I)ass  along  to  them--or  tell  us
their  names  and  addresses  alit  We'1l
send  the  word  along.  Thanks.
`....,,..,..................................,,,..,



OidggivpAqundB
Circuit Boards
RW8  Williamson  Twin   20  Amp
circuit  board,   each .....   $  3.00

RW9/2   Williamson  Twin   20
Power  supply  board,   each   .   .   $   2.25

Rwll  Glass  epoxy  Board  for
Twin-20   Preamp,   each   .    .    .    o      $5.75

RWAW  Glass   epoxy  board   for
The   4+4   W'mson-Watling  Mix-
er  with  IC  sc]cket.s  and  sol-
dering  terminals.   Each   .   .   .   $  7.80

Etc`hed   circuit  board  #DG-I
2"x3",   each .........      $2.25
ce~4  Etched  circuit  board
for  Quaiipc>d   a  Encoder,   eac:h      .$2.25

Quadpc)d  DG-7   Mike   Pre-
anpysncoder  board ,
glass  wich   16-DII-sk€.   Ea.   .      $5.50

Meter  board  DG-7A  for
two  meter   amps,   paper.   Ea.   .     $2.25

Quadpod  C   DG-10   etched
circuit  board,  paper,ea.   .   .   $  3.50

0CTALIZER   RW-13:  2x7"   Etched
Circuit  board,   each                         $4.00
0CTALIZER   Rw-14:  3   5/8   x8   x
1/8"   each                                                    $4.50
0CTALIZER   Power   supply   2!sic3"
paper  bd.   DG12a.   each                      $2.50
DG-14   MIXER   POWER   SUPPLY
board  2x3"   paper,   ea .....   $2.00

D3-13  -   2x3"   paper  base
single  channel  two-  or
three-way  electronic`
crossover  network,  with
17   terminals  installed.  EA.   .   $4.50

EI,ECTROSTATIC   AMPLIFIER   11
Modified,   two  sided,   w/shields
gold  plated.   Ea .......      $8.00

Peak-Reading  Level  Meter
TP-I  circuit  board             each    $5.00
FG-I   23   POSITION   Volur`e
Control  Switch  wafer   3x3"
paper.   Each   .........    $2.50

FG-2  Modification  boards
for  Advent   101  Dolby,   PAIR.    .   Sl.50
DG-,15F-20-68V    POSITIVE    REGll-

LATED   SUPPLY.3x3£",   pher`clic
Each............
ce-15N--As   abo`>e.   Negative
version.   Each ........
WJ-i  Set  of  epoxy  bc>ards   for
IC  Tester,   fit  2  7/8  x  4''
Box.    Per   get    .....     _    _     _

$3.00

$3 .00

$3 . 50

Theaetalizer
SINGIE   CHANNEL  KIT   includes   AIL
parts  for  either  the  ±18V  or  +36V
versions(but  no  power  supply)   in-
cluding  etched  boards ,   screened
front  panel  and  pre-wound,  ready  to
install  coils.  Specify  red,  white

#[rrIrREk
AMPLIFIER   KIT:    one   channel,
the  Williamson  Twin   20.   In-
cludes  all  parts  EXcgpT  the
semiconduc`tors.   All  resist-
ors,   capacitors,   speaker
fuse  and  holder,  plus  etched
board.   One   channel,   each   .    .   Sl1.00

POWER    AMP    SEMICONDUCTORS

including  MJ48l/49_I  out-
put  pair   ty/insulator  set)_
Per   sec  of   8  devices   ....   S14.00

POWER   SUPPLY:    For   two   char-
nels.   Not.  regulated  but.
thyristor  current  overload
protected.    (Page   9,   Winter
1970  jludio  Amat:eur)   Inc.ludes
all  parts  including  semi-
conductors ,  power  transfor-
mer,   power  switch,   fuse  and
holder,   reset  switch  and  in-
dicator  lamp,  resistors,
capacicors   and  etched  board.   $28.00

[Add  perc!el  post  for  10  lbs.please]

COMPLETE    AMPLIFIER:    Two
amplifier  kit.s  and  one
power  su.oply  kit  including
all   semiconduct.ors. (No
chassis,  heat  sinks,   or
line   cc>rd   included.)   Each.    .   $75.00

PREAMPLIFIER:    Stereo,    all
t.op  qualit.y  parts  inc`lu-
ding   alterAate   R13,R14,
200mw  sensitivity  resis-
tors,   all  metal  o.tcide  re-
sistors ,  6-pole  shorting
selectc)r  switch,   dual
220K  Balance   cct.r`Crol,
glass  etched  board.  (Does
NOT  include   box,   panel,
knobs,   sac:ke€s)   Each   .    .

MIXEFt

THE    SIMPLE    MIXER:    All

parts  for  8  mikes/lines
inptLts   (including  8  rotary
fader  pots   and  8  SPDT
toggle  swi€ches|   plus   two
extra  faders  for  2  aided
li.ne   o`|1y  inputs)   CA3048
ICs,   3   set.s   of   ±5%   feed-
back  resistors,   one   com-
plete  etched  board  w/
terms     &  IC   so±cets.    (Does
NOT  include   case,   knobs,
input/output  sockets ,
power   supply.)   Each     .   .   .

MIXER.   Linear   slide   pot
version.  As

.    $51.00

TheQUADpcN>
Quadpc)a  Kit  DG-2:   includes
all  resistors,  capacitors,
dicides,   IC's,  power  trans-
former,   and  circuit  board.
(Does  NOT   include   case,
panel,  line  cord,  selector
swit.ch,   input.   jacks.   Each.    .   $11.50

QUADPOD  a  Encoder  Kit   ne-5
includes  all  resistors,
caDacitor§,   dictdes,   IC's
power  t.ranBformer  and  cir`
cult.  board.    (Does  NOT  in-
clude  case,   line  cord,  in-
put  or  output   jacks.)     EA.   .   $11.50

Quadpod  D  Mike  preamp/En-
coder  Kit  DG-8:   Includes
all  resistors   (3  sets  of
Rfb  Values) ,   capacitors,
diodes,   controls,  etc.hed
board  and  16-DIL  socket,
battery  switch  &   leads,IC's,
line   cord. (Does  NOT   in-
clude  box,   knobs,   input  or
output  jacks ,batteries)
Each   ............   $40 . 00

Quadpod  C  Decoder/Amplif ier
electronics  kit.   Includes
etched  board,   transformer ,
resistors,  capacitors,   ICs,
line  cord,   sockets,  wire.

ten  Slide  pots  with  knobs  in                     All  Parts  except  speakers
lieu  of  rotary  pots .....    $57.50     and  enclosures.   Each  DG-9.`   .   S|9.95

POWER   SUPPLY:   Simple   Mixer,                              DG-ll   Speaker   Kit.   All   cut-
Allparts.   Eac:h     ......     $6.50        Lo-fit  speaker  enclosure

parts  with   5",   5.5oz.   mag-
V.U.   Meter  Circuit:   in-                                   net  speaker,  wood  grain
clude§  all  resistors,   ca-                           vinyl  finish  and  grille
pacitors,   ICs,   diodes,  two                             cloth.   Complete,   each.   .   a   .   $   9.95

[Add  pare:el  post  for  4  lbs.   please]
:::::i:e:r=:.a::a::C¥ .  .  Si8.50    Record.ngs Index

PEAK    READING    LEVEL    METEP

C'olr\plete  kit.  of  part.s,
NOT  including  circuit
board  but  all  Icg  and
parts   list  specified        eachs  19.50

MODIFICATION    KIT:    Advent

101  Dolby,   boards,   ICs,
all  parts  bc)th  channels,   eac.h  S6.00

SIMPLE    IC   TESTER   All   parc8

.   .   $47.5o        :=::::.b:::£r:e:   :°=  :ur.)g.'S.   S[T.5o

P REAMP L I F I E R
POWER   SUPPLY:    A   65v   sup-

ply  with  two  stages  of
filtering,  full-wave  rec-
t.ification  and  shielded
transformer,  all  parts
including  a  schematic.   Each.   $   7.75

Cressovers
ELECTRONIC    CROSSOVER    KIT    A:

Single   channel,   TWO  WAY.
Values   of   Rl,R2,Cl,C2  MUST
be  specified.  All  parts  a

or  black  knobs.   ppd.   each.   .   $58.Oo       ac-13  Ckt  bd.   Each

GOLDBERG    F!EGULATED    SUPPLY:

68V  only,   fully  protected,
shuts   down  c`n  overload  above
3A.   All  parts  exce.pt  transfor-
mer,   line   ccrd,   switch   &
pilctt.,   and  heat  sink.
E'c)§itive  Supply,   each ....   $|6.5o       1ncluaes  an  ad]ustab|e
Negative  supply,   each ....   $|8.5o       Stamp   (five  band),   250

labels,   250  composer  file
guide  headings  and  full
instruc:t.ic>ns  on  setting
up  a  simple,   effeccive
recordings  index  for  your
collection--regardless  of
what  form  the  recordings
are   in.   Each   ........   $   8o95

LABELS:    Sl.35/100j    400    .    .    .    $   5o00
I,COO    .     .    a    $10.00

Adjust.able   5-band  Scamp,   Ea.   $   6.95

All  pric!es,  except  as  noted,  are
prepaid   in  the  U.S.A.   and  insured.

Transferrrrers
Power:   Goldberg  regulated   56V
(2x28CT)    @   3.6A    (into   DC

$8.5o      :::£g:e::t::::C£::I;.I::::.p5::;g;

OCTALIZER-POWER    SUPPLY.                                                     ELECTRONIC    CROSSOVER   KIT    8:
+18V  and  -lew  balanced,   in-                          Single   channel,   THREE  wA¥.

:;u±:: ,;!±:3=;::a::t=:-4                   ::::¥::fa;::wre±::i:::#:::.  „. 5o
octalizer  channels.   Ea ....     $8.50       Crossover  points  &  Zil,2  CJ,2  must

FAS   PREAMP   MOD   KIT   all   parts

f:r#::ai;:C==:::e:u::::::e§                       MODIFICATION  KIT:   All  parts
PC  board  for  diodes.  Each.   .  $27.0o      :::::f;::e;:q::::°;:n:::::;S
/Avajlaz)Je  ci7i  Feb.15,1975J                            as  detailed   in   Issue   I,1971.

IG-18   Mod.   kit.,   each   ....

INVERTED   RIAA    KIT   Five   pre-

::1::::::;:;;:::c:::::+::g;::::::s   i;:::;:i;:;i!;:::¥:::;:;i;:: s
out  notic:e.

POWER.    Il8V   Pri.   Two   34V
secondaries   of   34V   @  2A,
c`entertapped.   Suitable  for
Williarnson  axe  either  5lv
for  thyristor  supply  or  6SV
regulated.   Each .......   $|8.oo       We  Prefer   t:o  sj]ip  tJPS.   Please  ±n-
[Add  remittance  for  9  lbs.  please]

OuTPUT.Dyna  A-43l,   used   in   the
Mark  Ill.   Pri.4300fl,   a.t./w.
taps   at   33%j    See.    O,4,8,16f}
Endbell  version.   Each ....   $40.00

.$11.50      /Adc!  remltt:ance  for  9   lz?s.   please/

MICROPHONE    INPUT ,riu-metal   shield-
ed,   single  hole  mt.,Pri.150f),
See.   50Kn.Freq.   Resp.,   Flat±   Ida
20-20KHz,   Pri.   Ind.   6H   min;
Signal  0  dBm   @   30Hz.   less

.   $1.75       than   o   5S   Dist..   Ea.(Ppd.).     .    S16.75

elude  a  street  address  to  expedite
delivery.  Pennsglvalia  residents
please  aaa  6%  sales  tax.

Oldesffij
BOX    21        SWART"ORE,     PA       19081
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PART    11:    BACK   T0   BASICS:    Speci.fica-
ti.ons--Installment   8

•111   Dynamic   Characteristics

Open   Loop   Voltage   (Avo)  :   ''The   ratio
of  the  maximum  output  voltage  swing
with  load  to  the  change  in  input
voltage  required  to  drive  the  out-
put  from  zero  to  this  voltage."

More  than  any  other,   the  open
loop  gain  specification  of  an  op
amp  is   an  important  one,   for  it
determines  the  ultimate  level  of
performance  capability.   Most   IC  op
amps  have  DC  gains   of  approximately
loo   to   110dB   (100,000   to   300,000),
which  are  fairly  well   independent
of  supply  volta.ge,   temperature  and
loading.   The  exact  degree  of  adher-
ence  to  this   statement  depends   on
the  device,   as  you  can  see  for
yourself  by  noting  performance
curves   for  various  devices.

Unfortunately  for  those  of  us
with  audio  in  mind,   this  very  high
gain  exists   only  at   DC   (or  at   least
up  to   10Hz   in  most   types)   and  falls
at  the  rate  of  6dB/octave  above  a
fairly   low  frequency.   The  reason:
the   open   loop  phase   response  must
be  held  to   a  90°   lag  to  guarantee
closed  loop  stability  for  any  feed-
back   condition.   So,   as  you  can  see,
the   rea`l  world  op   a.mp  has  neither
infinite  gain  nor  bandwidth,  but  is
limited  in  both.   This  will  become
even  more  apparent   in  our  subse-
quent   discussion.
Small    Signal  ,   Uni.ty   Gain   Frequency
(ft) :   ''The   frequency  at  which  the
open   loop,   small   signal  voltage
gain  is  unity  with  the  amplifier
compensa.ted  for  unity  gain  stabi-
1ity . "

Since  the   op   amp's   open   loop  res-
ponse   is   I.oiled  off  beginning  at
some   low  frequency,   it   follows   that
it  ultimately  becomes  unity  at  some
higher  frequency.   This  point  is
called  the  unity  gain  frequency,  or
simply   ft.,  For  example,   we   can  see
the  entire  open  loop  response  of  a
741   type   op   anp  in  a   log  gain  vs.
log   frequency   curve   (Fig.2A)   called
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Fig.   2A=   741   op  alrlps   have   a   I   ndlz
ft   (Courtesy  Fairc:hil.d  Semic:onduc-
tor . )

a  Bode  plot.   The  Bode  plot   is   a
standard  and  highly  useful  op  amp
circuit  design  tool.   While  gain  at
frequencies   below   10Hz   is   100dB,   it
drops   20dB/decade  above  this   fre-
quency,   until   it  reaches  unity  ga.in
(OdB)    at   lmHz.   So   in   this   case   lmHz
is   the  unity  gain  frequency   (or
unity  gain  bandwidth)   of  a  741   as
well   as   many  others,   as   we'11   soon
be  seeing.

To  get  more  useful   gain  at   audio
frequencies  we  need  a  wider  band-
width  op   amp--such  a  unit   could  be
a  high   speed  type   like   a  118/318  or
a  715,   but   ga.rden  variety  30lA's
can  be  speeded  up  for  certain  uses.
318's   will   get   you   a   15mHz   ft   (Fig.
28)   which   gives  proportionally  more
useful   gain,   as  may  be  noted  by  the
gI`eater  gain  at  audio  frequencies.
Gal.n-Bandwi.dth   Product   (GBP)  :    ''The

product  of  available  open  loop  gain
and  bandwidth  at  a  specific  fre-
quen cy . "

Gain  bandwidth  product   and  unity
gain  frequency  are  related  specifi-
cations,   aLnd  in  many   instances   are
the  sane  thing.   In  intemally  com-

i:::::e:ii=ii:v:a:nc::::::to3ds7ps
octave  open  loop  rolloff)   ft  and
GBP   are  the   same  thing,   since  open
loop  frequency  response  cannot  be
varied.   With  extemally  compensated
types,   however,   open   loop  response

is  variable  and  GBP  can  be  in-
creased  by  optimizing  the  anplifi-
er's   compensation  network(s) .   This
has  the  effect  of  greatly  increas-
ing  the  available  gain  at  high  fre-
quencies,   aLnd  so   increases   the   gain
bandwidth  product.

The   301A's   response   shown   in   Fig.
3  is   a  good  example.   The  curve  for
a.  30pF  capacitor  crosses  unity  gain
aLt   lmHz,   which   is    a   GBP   o£   1mHz.
Since  this   is  the  required  compen-
sation  for  unity  gain,  it  is  also
the   ft  of  a  301A   (the  same  as   a
741,   the  example  used  previously) .

But,  note  the  curve  for  a  3pF
capacitor.   It   allows   a  gain  of  10
at   lmHz,   which   is   a  GBP  of   10  x   I
mHz   =   10mHz.   The  point   is   that   the
GBP  of  ten  times   greater  allows   10
times  more  gain  at  frequencies
above   looHz   as   opposed  to  the   lmHz
GBP.   There   are  of  course  many  other
examples  of  amplifiers  with  high
GBP   achieved  by  optimizing   compen-
sation;   examples   are  the   709,   715,
the  540  and  others.   In  general,
the  heavier  the   capaLcitive  coxpen-
sation  used  to  achieve  unity  gain
stability,  the  greater  will  be  the
GBP   increase  as   this   capa.citance  is
reduced.   A  715,   for  example,   uses
three  fair-sized  capacitors  for
unity  gain  stability,  a  total
3500pF.   But,   when   compensated
gain  of  60dB   (with  only   lop
715   has   a   GBP   of   3000InHz--70dB

gain   at   lmHz.
GBP  is  a  little  more  difficult  to

evaluate  from  one  unit  to  another,
as  it  is  not  explicitly  stated  un-
der  the  electrical  characteristics.
It  boils  down  to  you  using  a  prac-
ticed  eyeball  to  spot  the  open  loop
frequency  response  curves  which
achieve  high   GBP.   However,   once  you
master  this,   you'11   achieve  much
greater  success  in  high  speed  cir-
cuits  by  applying  high  GBP  devices.

Now,   1et's   summarize  the  three
gain-related  dynamic  properties  of
Avo,   ft   and  GBP.   In  general   GBP   is
the  most  important  for  audio  use
since  it  tells  you  the  most  infor-
mation  concerning  the  available
gaLin  at  a  specific  frequency.   The
ft  figure  tells  you  how  much  gain

TA=25
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Fig.   28:   I.18/318   cip  ai[ps  have  i2
15  "z  ft   (Courtesy  National  Senli-
conductor . )





bandwidth  is  ava.ilable  at  unity
gain;   it  may  be  viewed  as   a  special
case  of  GBP,   the  GBP  resulting  when
the  amplifier  is   compensated  for
unity  gain  stability.   Avo  is  basic-
ally  a  DC  spec.   because  most   de-
vices  have   -3dB  open   loop  frequen-
cies  which  occur  at  the   low  end  or
below  the  audio  range:   from  10  to
100hz.   So,   ft   or  GBP   tells   us   more
about  how  much  gain  is   available  at
audio  frequencies,   aLnd  are  more
significent  parameters  to  audio
use.
Slew   Rate   (SR)  :   ''The  maximum  rate
of  change  of  output  voltage  under
large  signal  conditions."

TAVs =  25'.C±1

5VI

`

`
I

C \3pF

C,  =  30rfI

I             10          loo          lx         Iok        look        "        low

f REQUENCY    (H!)

Fig.   3s  Externallg  com|>ensated  op
amps  such.  as  101  types  allow  great-
er  GPP  with  reduced  compensation.
(Courtesy  National  Seriiiconductor.)

In  addition  to  small  signal  band-
width  which   is   defined  by  GBP  and/
or  ft  as  described  above,  we  also
have  an  amplifier  "large  signal
bandwidth,"  which  is  defined  by
slewing  rate,   This  bandwidth  may
also  be  referred  to  as  ''full  power
response  frequency"  or  "full  power
bandwidth."  This   spec.   defines   the
bandwidth  over  which  the  amplifier
can  deliver  its  full  rated  output
voltage  generally   (±10V)   with   less
than  3%  distortion.   This   full  power
bandwidth  is   almost   always   less
than  the  small  signal  bandwidth  of
the  amplifiel..  and  is  often  the
limiting  factor  in  high  frequency
performance.   For  sine  wave  output
signals   from  an  amplifier,   a  simple
mathematical  relation  obtains  be-
tween  slew  rate  and  full  power
tjandwidth  which  is

SR   =   2"   Fop   fp

where  Eop  is  the  peak  output  volt-
age  and  fp  is  the  full  power  res-
ponse  frequency.

If  you  work  this  out   for  ±10V
output   swings   at   20kHz,   you'1l   see
that   a  1.25  volts/microsecond  slew
rate  is  required  to  yield  full  pow-
er  at  this  frequency.

Since   741's   and   101  types  with
unity  gain  compensation  have  slew
rates   of  only  0.5V/us,   you  can
easily  see  they  will  not  suffice
for  audio  use  under  the  above  con-
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Box   2:   The   Ideal    (or   at   least   close)   Audi.o   0p   Amp--if  such   a   thing   exi.sted

Parameter              Specif ic.ation

Vlo                                 <   ±'Omv

<    100mA_>   9odB

ilo?;:AYfiri=ril
>   90dB

;  ;8g::z    I
±5V.  to   ±30V

±50mA

Comment

Protected   against   ±   input   overvoltages   in-
te rna I 1 y

VicR   ±    10V,    good    CMR   t610kHz
No   random   fluctuations,    low   I/F   corner

Bandwidth   extension   possible,   fully   dif-
ferential   operation
Without   signif icant   change   in   characteris-
tics

Further   general    characteristics:
(a)   Short   circutt   protected
(b)    Usable  with   minimum   of   external    components
(c)    Economical

ditions.   A  further  point:   the  equa-
tion  is  based  on  sine  waves.   If
input  prograJn  material   contains
steep  transient  wave forms  with
rates   of  I`ise  which  exceed ,the  slew
rate  capability  of  the  amplifier
(this  applies   to  any),   it  will  be
driven  into  slew  rate  limiting.
This  can  happen  if  the  circuitl`y
feeding  an  amplifier  stage  contains
any  high  frequency  components  with
rates  of  rise  greater  than  the  am-
plifier's  slewing  ability.

We  avoid  slew  rate   limiting  be-
cause  an  amplifier  driven  into
slewing  is  in  a  highly  non-linear
mode  of  performance.   To  put  it  sim-
ply,   it  is  not  even  amplifying  the
input  signal  wheh  it   is  slewing,
because  the  feedback   loop  is  broken
and  a  large  {non-zero)   input  volt-
age  differential  exists.   The  op
amp's  output   cannot  follow  the  in-
put,   it   can  only  move  as  fast  as
its   slew  rate  allows   it.   Conse-
quently  the  input  signal  is  not  am-
plified  during  this  interval,  but
is  interrupted  momentarily,  creat-
ing  large  amounts  of  distortion.   To
avoid  this,   the  input  signal  should
be  high  frequency  band  limited  to
prevent  fast  rise  time  transients,
and/or  a  high  slew  rate  device  used
which  can  follow  the  fastest
trans ients .

The  anplifier's  slewing  rate
mechanism  is   limited  basically  to
the  internal  circuit  design's  abil-
ity  to  charge  and  discharge  capaci-
tance.   The  dominant   lag  of  an
amplifier's  forward  signal  path  is
caused  by  the  compensation  capaci-
tor,  which  may  be  either  intemal
(741  style)   or  external  as   in  the
101   and  many  others.   In  a  given
circuit  design,   the  finite  amount

of  current  a.vailable  to  charge  and
discharge  this  capacitance  sets  the
slew  rate.   Slew  rate  limiting  is
evident  in  the  output  signal  as  the
wave form  becomes   triangular  in
shape.

SOME    GENERAL    CONSIDERATIONS

In  addition  to  the  above  discus-
sion  of  electrical  characteristics
which  generally  applies  to  room
temperature   (25°C)   operation,   addi-
tional  limits  are  placed  on  certain
parameters  over  the  range  of  opera-
ting  temperature.   Paraneters   for
which  this  is  usually  specified  are
input  bias  current,  offset  voltage,
gain  and  output  swing.   The  general
trend  df  these  and  other  character-
istics  is    contained  in  the  typical
perfomance  curves.   Bias  current  in
bipolar  types  for  instance,   gener-
ally  is  worst  at.  the  low  tempera-
ture  extreme,   due  to  beta  falloff.

Test  circuits  exist  to  evaluate
op  amps   for  aLny  of  the  parameters
we've  discussed.   However,   you  prob-
ably  wouldn't  want  to  build  an  ela-
borate  tester  for  most  standard
parameters.   Specialized  test  cir-
cuits,   as  for  noise  and  frequency
response,  we  can  get  into  later  if
there  is  sufficient  I.eader  interest
(speak  up!, .

What  I  do  feel   is   a  useful  tool
to  anyone  who  uses  op  amps   at  all
is   a  simple  checker  which  performs
a  functional  test  to  tell  you  if
your  ship  is  dead  or  alive.   The
circuit  shown  in  Fig.4  is  just  such
a  unit,  designed  to  operate  with
any  op  amp  over  a  wide  range  of
voltages.   It  uses  three  sockets
wired  in  parallel:   round  and  mini-
dip  in  8  pin,   and  14  pin  dip.
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lc 0PAMP  CHECKER

A  device  with  standard  pinout
plugged  into  any  of  the  three  sock-
ets   is   connected  a.s   a  5Hz   astable
oscillator.   If  the  amplifier  is  any
good  at  all,   it  will  oscillate  in
this   circuit.   Ql   and  Q2  make  up  a
little  constant  current  driver  for
the   LED,   which   flashes   at   the   5Hz
rate  to  tell  you  the   anp's  OK.   If
the   LED  stays   on  or  off ,   the   op  amp
£SThn:  8::€iit  operates  over  a  Wide

range  of  supply  voltages--from
about   10   to  40V  at   the  extremes.   So
you  can  use   a  supply  voltage  which
is   convenient   (as   lc)ng  as   it's
within  rating  for  the  particular
unit  you're  checking!).   Or,   for
simplicity,  you  can  go  with  a  pair
of  9V  batteries.   Always  plug  in  and
remove  the  op  amp  with  power  off .

None  of  the  parts  is  critical,
nor  is   the  layout.   A  kit  and  cir-
cuit  boards   are  a.vailable   from  Old
Colony   Sound   Lab.

That's   about   all   the  space  we
have   for  this   installment.   Next
time  we'11   take  up  the  subject  of
op   amp  bandwidth   and  speed  and  go
into   a  number  of  circuits  which  op-
timize  these  pal`ameters   for  audio
use.   See  you  then.

REFERENCE:   For   further   reading  on
oF)  a"9s,   see  ny  The  IC  Op  Amp  Cook-
book,  published  by  Howard  W.   Sams,
Indianapolis ,   Indiana.

HOW   T0    BUILD    THE    IC    TESTER

Although  Walt  Jung  designed  this
handy  IC  tester,  the  staff  put  to-

Fig.   5,  The  C:oxpleted  tester  uses  a  circ:nit  board  cover  for  its  case.
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Audio Magazine
needed a

state-oflthe-art
tone arm to test*
the finest stereo

& CD14 cartridges
on the market.

'''''"in::,ng,,,,,,,,,..I,"..
*March,1974  Issue

They chose this one:
The Audio-Technica AT-1009.
We're  proud.  But  not surprised.
$139.95 and worth  every  penny.

Write  and  we'll  tell  you  why.
Or see for yourself at leading
audio showrooms everywhere.

audio-technica®
AUDIO -TECHNICA  U.S.,  INC.,  Dept.114AM
33 Shlawassee,  Falrlawn,  Ohlo  44313
ln  Canada:  Sup®rlor  Electronlcs,  lnc. ©
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home constructor speaker and amplifier kits.
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plus the finest component parts,  make our
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A  509/o  saving over  biiilt-ilp  units.
Send for free catalog now!
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JUNG:    IC   TESTER--cont.

gether  a  circuit  board  and  box  for
it.   The  main  board  WJ-la  fits  the
top  of  a  4  x  2  7/8  x  1  9/16"  bake-
lite  box  distributed  bv  H.H.   Smith
[#2377]   and  others.   Attach  the  top
with  four  4-40  x  3/8"   screws.

Unlike  our  prototype  photo,   the
boards  you  make  from  the  full-size
WJ-la  layout  will  have  the  LED  lo-
cated  at  the  top  of  the  unit--with
the  switch  on  the  right.   (If  you're
left-handed,   turn  it  the  other  way.)

Install  the  three  sockets  c)n  the
board  but  be  sure  you  orient  them
properly.   The  notched  ends  cif  the
14  and  8-pin  sockets  should  point
toward  the  switch.   The  notch  or
bump   (for  pin  8  and  the  tab)   on  the
8-pin  TO-5  type  socket  shc>uld  also
poinc  toward  the  switch  end.   Solder
carefully.   Install  the  switch,  the
two  battery  clips   (red  to  positive
on  both)   and  mount  the  LED  bv  sol-
dering  it  in  place.  The  flat  side
of  the  housing,  or  the  dot,  indi-
cates  the  cathode,  whicin  connects
to  the  ground,   or  negative,  side  of
the  battery  supply.

Connect  short  leads  between  the
switch  terminals  and  the  pads   above
and  below  it  by  soldering  them  se-
curely.

Install  the  parts  on  the  auxili-
ary  WJ-lb  circuit  board  following
the  parts  placement  guide  in  Fig.6.
Cut  six  short  bare  leads  and  bend
each  of  them  at  sharp  right  angles

Fig.  6a,  below
is  full  size
negative  of  the
tester's  circuit
boards.  Fig.   6b
right,  is  compo-
nent  guide  for
WJ-lb  board.

rt5--P3-

Fig.  7 ,  Inside  view  of  tester.

1/8"   from  one  end.   Solder  these  in
place  on  the  foil  side  of  the  WJ-lb
board's  six  edge  pads  by  placing
the  short  bent  section  in  the  hole
and  aligning  it  at  right  angles  to
the  near  board  edge.  Clip  the  leads
short  on  the  component  side  of
WJ-|b .

Now  check  your  work  on  WJ-1b.   The
diodes  should  be  in  opposing  polar-
ity.   See  the  outlines  diagrams  for
the  transistor  lead  outs.  Match  the
"I"   on  the  WJ-lb's  connector  edge
to  the  one  on  the  foil  side  of  the
WJ-la.  Mate  the  wires  on  the  small
board  with  the  six  holes  on  the
large  one.  Position  the  satellit.e
board  about  i/8"   to  3/16"   away  from
the  large  board  and  solder  the  six
wires  firmly  to  it.   ¥ou'11  see  that
the  small  board  won't  fit  into  the
box  while  at  right  angles.   Bend  it
gently  toward  the  switch  end  of  the
large  board.  Clip  all  leads  that
protrude  above  the  large  bc>ard  as
f lush  as  possible  to  its  component
side,

Snap  the  leads  onto  the  two  bat-
teries  after  taping  them together
firmly.  A  small  piece  of  foam  rub-
ber  will  hold  them  securely  in  t.he
case  below  the  two  8-pin  Sockets
when  you  fasten  the  cover  with  the
four  screws.

To  test  a  linear  op  amp  IC,  in-
sert  it  in  the  appropriate  socket
correctly  and press  the  test but-
ton.   If  the  unit  is  good,  the  LED
will  flash  on  and  off  steadily.
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PART     17:      FIELD-EFFECT    TRANSISTORS

''IT   LOOKS   LIKE   A  TRANSISTOR  but   acts

like  a  pentode."  That   description  has
been  applied  more  than  once  to  the
field-effect  transistor,  and  it  is  not
too  far  from  the  truth;  but  the  FET  is
still   a  semiconductor  device   and  there-
fore   it   obeys   semiconductor  ''rules."

Like  a  tube,   though,   the  field-effect
transistor  is   a  voltage  operated  de-
vice,  whereas  the  "ordinary"  or  bipolar
transistor  is  current  operated.   Its  in-

resistance  is  norma,lly  better  than
Ohms,   which  makes   the   typical   loM!#o

(107)   input  resistance  of  a  tLbe   in  a
tubeholder  look  like  a  short-circuit,
and  this   Tlieans   that  we  have  no   input
current  problems--at   least  atlow  fre-

:::n::::;  ::s]8T£Pgfm::S::t:I::  ::sof
output   cha,racteristics   a.re  even  more
"pentode-like"  than  those  of  the  aver-
age  pentode,   and  it   can  have  a  very
high  mutual   conductance.   Of  course   it
has   the  usual   semiconductor  advantages
of  small   size,   physical   ruggedness   and
economy   in  operation.

All   this  makes   the   FET  sound   like   a
designer's  dream,  but  there  are  flies
in  the  amber.   Field-effect  transistors
are  still  relatively  expensive.   Their
high   input  resistance  makes   them  so
sensitive  to  induced  voltages   tha.t  a
girl   in  a  nylon  slip  can  blow  up  a   PET
merely  by  walking  close  to  it,   though
some   types   are  more  rugged  than  others
in  this  respect.   For  the  present  at
least,   only  low  power  devices   are
available,   and  though  the   PET  has   a
pentode-like  input  resistance,   its  in-
put  capacit:a]]ce  is  more  like  that  of  a
triode  so  we   encounter  problems   at  high
frequencies.   Finally,   the  field-effect
transistor  is  temperature-sensitive
like   any  other  semiconductor  device.
[The  Japanese  are  norr  beginning  to  pro-
duce  a  high  poirer  PET.--Ed.]

One   obvious   use   for  the   FET   is   as   a

Reprinted  with  the  permission  and  coop-
erat:ion  of  Hi-Fi  News.  link  House  Ptlz)-
1ications ,  I,td.©1969.All  rights  reserved.

high-resistance  front-end  for  a.  trans-
istor  anplifier,  when  it  has  a  square-
1aw  transfer  characteristic  which  makes
it  especially  suita.ble   for  minimizing
cross-modula.tion   in  RF  amplifiers.   But
these  devices   are  becoming  more  popular
in  a  va.I.iety  of  applications  as  their
cost   decreases.   So  we  must   know   some-
thing  about   them.

Fig.I   shows   the  basic  structure  of  a
field-effect  transistor.   The  device
consists   of  a.  channel   of  one  kind  of
doped  material  more  or  less   completely
surrounded  by  a  gate  composed  of  the
other  type.   If  the  gate  is  p-type  the
channel  will  be  n-ty|)e,   and  if  the  gate
is  n-type  the  channel  will  be  p-ty|)e.
The  two  ends   of  the   channel   are  called
the  sourc.e  a.nd  the  drain,   and  the
source,   gate  and  drain  roughly  corres-
pond  to  emitter,   base  and  collector  in
a  bipolar  tra.nsistor,   or  cathode,   grid
and  anode  in  a  triode  tube.

We  will   assume   that   in   Fig.1   the
channel   is  of  a-type  material;   in  other
words,   the   device  is   an  a-channel
field-effect  transistor.   In  this  dia-
gram,   the  gate  is  strapped  to  the
source   a.nd  a  va.riable  positive  voltage
is   applied  between  drain  and  source,   A
feature  to  note  is  that  drain  and
source  are  opposite  ends  of  the  same
piece  of  semiconductor.   This  means   that
they  are  not  separated  by  a  vacuum  as
in  a  tube,   or  by  two  junctions  as   in  a
bipolar  transistor..   On  the  face  of  it,
then,   the  resistance  between  them  de-
pends  only  upon  the  physical  size  and
conductivity  of  the  channel,   a.nd  this
"passive"  resistance  may  be  anything
from   less   than   100  Ohms   to  more  than
1000  Ohms,   according  to   the  device   type.

Now  suppose  we  turn  up  the  drain  vol-
tage.  At  first  the  drain  current  will
rise  steeply  as   shown  in  section  AB  of
the  graph   in  Fig.2,   and  this   is  what  we
would  expect   from  a  pure  resistance.
But  as  we  increase  the  drain  voltage
the  field-effect  comes  into  play.   The
gate  is  strapped  to  the  source,  which

FIG.  2     FET   DfiAIN   CURfiENT   VERSUS   DBAIN  VOLTAGE
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in  turn  is   cormec`ted  to  the  negative
pole  of  the  battery  and  grounded;   con-
sequently  the  voltage  on  both  gate    and
source  is   zero.   The  drain  is  at  a  posi-
tive  voltage  depending  upon  the  setting
of   VR1.

It  follows  that  there  is  a  potential
gradient  along  the  channel,  which  is
positive  to  the  gate  at  the  drain  end.
Since  the  gate  is  of  p-type  material  it
forms   a  pn  junction  almost  completely
surrounding  the  n-type  channel,   and  as
the  drain  is  positive,   this  end  of  the
channel  is  reverse  biased,  but  the  mag-
nitude  of  the  bias  decreages  to  zero
with  the  potential  gradient  from  drain
to  source.

Now  a  reverse  biased  pn  junction  will
not  conduct  because  the  current  car-
riers  are  attracted  awa.y  from  it  by  the
bias,   causing  depletion  regloi]s  to  be
established  about  the  junct±6ri  itself.
These  depletion  regions   are  shown
shaded  in   Fig.1.   We  are  not   concerned
with  the  depletion  region  in  the  gate,
but  as  we  increase  the  drain  voltage,
the  depletion  region  in  the  channel
spreads  further  into  it  from  the  drain
end.

Since  a  depletion  region  is  a  region
from  which  the  current  carriers  have
been  removed,  this  part  of  the  channel
cannot  conduct.   So  the  depletion  region
has  the  effect  of  reducing  the  conduct-
ing  cross-sectional   area  o-£  the  chan-
nel,  thus  increasing  its  resistance
just  as  if  it  were  physically  "pinched"
in.   Since  the  depletion  region  spreads
further  into  the  channel  as  we  increase
the  drain  voltage,   the  channel  resis-
tance  increases  further.   Consequently,
we  soon  reach  a  point  at  which  further
increases  in  drain  voltage  produce  no
appreciable  increase  in  drain  current.

FIG.  3      DBAIN   CHARACTEBISTICS
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This  is  called  pinch-off,  and  the  gate
voltage  needed  to  produce  pinch-off  is
called  the  pinch-off  voltage.  Not  un-
reasonably,  the  drain  current  which
flows  while  the  device  is  pinched  off
is  called  pinch-off  current:.  The  pinch-
off  region  is  8  to  C  in  Fig.2,   and  the
extension  of  B-C  depends  upon  the  rated
voltage  of  the  device  referred  to.

Fig.3  is  a  family  of  drain  character-
istics  corresponding  to  the  anode  char-
acteristics  of  a  bipolar  transistor.
Only  the  upperlnost  curve  was  plotted
while  the  gate  was   strapped  to  the
source;   the  others  are  taken  with  the
gate  biased  negatively  by  various
amount s .

An  inspection  of  the  curves   shows
that  a  change  of  1  V  in  gate  bias
changes  the  pinched-off  drain  current
by  2mA,   so  this  device  bas   a  mutraJ
coJ]ductar]ce  of  2ma/V.   The   term  mutual
conductance  can  be  meaningfully  applied
to  field-effect  transistors  because  it
is  the  ratio  of  a  change  in  output  cur-
rent  to  the  change  of  input  voltage
which  caused  it,   and  is  not   complicated
by  common  current   flow.   Beyond   the
pinch-off  regions  of  these  cul`ves,   the
characteristics  are  so  nearly  horizon-
tal  that  the  change  of  drain  current
produced  by  a  change  of  drain  voltage
cannot  be  measured.   This   can  mean  only
that  at  pinch-off  the  effective  output
resistance  is  extremely  high.   This
parameter  is   called  the  iJ]cre]7Iental

:::i; :::is::::e;dr£;ya3: T3 |2a::in:1:r
more .

Another  piece  of  information  given  by
the  curves  is  that  a  bias  o£  -5V  will
pinch  it  off `completely.   Alternatively,
when  the  gate  is   connected  to  source,
the   FET  pinches   itself  off  when  the
drain  is   at   +5V.   This  of  course  is  what
we  would  expect,  but  pinch-off  current
is  much  higher  when  the  drain  is   at   +5V
than  when  the  gate  is  at   -5V,  because
the  drain  voltage  produces  a  depletion
region  which  extends  right  across   the
channel  only  at  the  drain  end,  while  a
negative  gate  bias  sets  up  a  depletion
region  all  along  the  gate-channel  junc-
tion.

It  follows  that  irrespective  of  drain
voltage,   the  device  will  pinch  itself
off  at  a  drain  current  determined  by
the  gate  voltage.   So   long  as   fibe  drain
voltage  is  high  enough  to  sustain
pinch-off  current,   a  change  on  dra.in
voltage  will  produce  no  appreciable
change  in  drain  current.   So  here  we
have  a  device  which   looks   like  the
ideal  amplifier.   It  is  insensitive  to
changes  in  output  voltage,  but  is
readily  controlled  by  input  voltage.

In  Fig.4  an  n-channel   field-effect
transistor  is  shown  connected  as  a
voltage  amplifier,   and  except  for  the
difference  in  device  symbols,   this
could  well  be  a  tl.lode  circuit.   The
symbol  itself  is  fairly  obvious--the
vertical  line  is  the  channel,  while  the
horizonta.I   line  abutting  it  is  the
gate.   The  arrowhead  indicates  the  di-
rection  of  junction  conductivity  as  in
a  bipolar  transistor;  since  it  points
from  gate  to  channel  it  shows  that  the
gate  is  of  p-type  material  end  the
channel  of  n-type.   If  we  were  dealing
with  a  p-channel   PET  the  arrowhead
would  point  in  the  opposite  direction
as  shown  in  the  inset.   Drain  and  source
are  indicated  by  the  circuit  configura-
tion:  note  that  the  circuit  is  self-

FIG.   4    COMMON   SOURCE:  CoNFIGURATION
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biased  by  resistor  Rs   connec.ted  in
series  with  the  source,  while  capacitor
Cl  serves   the  same  purpose  as   in  a  tube
circuit,   bypassing  Rs  at  AF.

The   equation  for  voltage  gain  is:

gmrd . RL-i:!T.:.,

This  expression  is  similar  to  the  equa-
tion  for  tubes  except  that  the  product
of  mutual   conductance  and  incremental
drain  resistance  replaces  the  amplifi-
cation  factor.   The  amplification  factor
of  a  tube   (u)   is   the  product  of  its  AC
resistance  and  mutual   conductance,   how-
ever,   a,nd  since  AC  resistance   is   the
equivalent  of  incremental  drain  resis-
tance,   there  is  no  real  difference  be-
tween  the  two  equations.

But  the  high  output  resistance  of  the
field-effect  device  enables  us   to  sim-
plify  the  calculation.   As  we  have   seen,

;€a;a:aE:  :: 1:i:Em:a::  ::I:6 ]Bu:h::.
Now  the  drain   load  might  possibly  be  as

g;c:a::i:g,i:u:o#eo:i::7P6£xs:affe:ga::
no  more   difference  between   101°+107   a.nd
1010   than  there   is  between   1000+I   and
1000;   in  other  words,   a.dding  RL  to  rd
makes  no  real  difference.   So  we  can

i::::h:Ed°::a:fo:h:h:°::::t:::: #±:he
means   that  we  can  cancel   rd  at  top  and
bottom,   leaving

A   =    gmRL

Thus,   we  have   the   ideal   situaLtion   in
which  output  voltage  has  so  little  ef-
fect  on  performance  that  the  gain  of
the  amplifier  is   the  product  of  mutual
conductance  and   load  resistance.

One  drawback  of  the  field-effect
transistor  is  its  high  input  capacit-
ance,   and  this   is   inevitable  because  of
the  structure  of  the  device.   We   clan
have  a  high  input  resjstar}cre  because
FET's   are  made   from  silicon  semiconduc-
tor  rna.terial   and  a  reverse  biased  sili-
con  junction  has   only  a  minute   leakage
current,  but  since  the  channel  is  vir-
tually  surrounded  by  a  pn  junction  the
area  of  this   junction  must  be  large.   It
follows  that   its   capa.citance  must  be
relatively  high,   and  we  cannot   inter-
pose  an  electrostatic  screen  as  with  a
pentode   or  tetrode.   So  we  must   look  to
the  circuit  configuration.

One  approach   is   to  use   a  source-
£ollower  or  cornmor}-drain  circuit.   This
corresponds   to  the  cathode-follower  and
the  emittel.-follower,   of  coul.se,   and
beca.use  of  the  unbypassed   load  resistor
in  series  with  the  emitter  the  source
follower  ha.s   inherently   100%  negative
feedback,   which  means   that   its  voltage
gain   is   always   less   than  unity.   How-
ever,  by  using  a  field-effect  transis-
tor  with  a  high  mutual   conductance  we
can  achieve   a  gain  of  at   least   0.9.
Connecting  the  transistor  as  a  source
follower  reduces   its   input   capa.citance
by  a  factor  of  about   (1~A)/A,   so   if  the
gain  is  0.9,   the  input  capacitance  is
reduced  by   about   10  to   1.

The   source-follower  has   an  exception-
ally  high  input   impedance  coupled  with
a  low  output   impedance  and  can  be  par-
ticularly  useful  in  such  a.pplications
as  biomedical   electronics,   when  we  of-
ten  wish  to   couple  a  very  high  source
impedance  to   the   low   input   impeda.nce  of
a  conventional  transistor  amplifier.
And  because  of  its  negative   feedback  it
can  handle  larger  signal   inputs  than
the  common  source   configuntion  which
we  have  already  considered.

Another  possible  circuit  configura-
tion  is   the   cc)mmon-gate  circuit   illus-
trated  in  Fig.6.   This   of  course   is   a
para.llel   to   the   common-base   and
grounded-grid  circuits  with  bi-polar
transistors   and  tubes,   and  in  its  sim-
plest  form  the  circuit  is  self -biased

::u:c::Si;:°:o:§c:nL:e;:::t¥::ht:he
ground  by  an  amount  depending  upon  the

::1::::e8r::§::i:::;:SThR§'g::u:i:d:ate
gate  does   not  act  as   a  screen  between
input  and  output,   though,  because   it  is
not  between  them,   and  in  this   respect
the  common-ga.te   circuit  does  r]ot  re-
semble  a  grounded  grid  triode  or  a  bi-
polar  transistor  connected  in  the
common-base   configuration.   However,   it
follows   the  pattern  inasmuch  as   it  has
a  low  input   impedance  and  a  high  output
impedance;   and  the  output   is   in  phase
with  the  input.   This  means  that  it  can
be  used  to  match  a  low  source  resis-
tance  to  a  high  amplifier  impedance:
however,   a  bipolar  transistor  will  per-
form  this  function  just  as  efficiently
and  more   cheaply.   We   could  also   say
tha.t  it  is  suitable  for  use  at  high
frequencies  because  its  gain  is   low
enough   to  make  neutI.alization  unneces-
sary.   Since  this  gain  can  be  less  than

Concluded  on  page  29
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We   recently   received   a   complaint   from  one  of  our   prospective  customers   that
there   is   no   such   thing   as   "zero-distortion''   in   a   preamp.      Every  amplifier
has   some  distortion--no  matter   how  small   or   difficult-to-measure--and   he
felt   that   to   say  our   preamp   has  ''zero-distortion"  was   dishonest.

And   to  a   certain   extent   that   is  correct.      Every  amplifier  must   have
some  distortion.     A  £££±  amplifier  can   have   low  distortion,   and  anTEellent
one   can   have  distortion   so   low   that   it   becomes   cliff icult   to  measure
accurately.      And    if  we  used   amplifiers   such   as   are   usually   used   in   every
other   preamp,   we  would   be  unable   to   honestly  claim  ''zero-distortion.''

But  we  have  made  a   preamp   that  we  consider   to   have   zero-distortion,
and   we   bel  ieve   we   are   correct   when   we   caH   our   product   a   ''ZERO-DISTORTION
PREAMP . ' I

How  do  we  do   it?     The   technique   is   so  Simple   that   practically   anyone
could   have   done   it   if   he   knew   how!       lf   ampl.ifiers   give   distortion    (which   can
be   reduced   but   not   el iminated   entirely)  ,   then   el  iminate   the  ampl ifier!

Our   ZERO-DISTORTloN   PREAMP    is   made   without   an
eluded   in   every  other   preamp--the

amplifier   usually   in-
high-level   or   tone-control   amplifier.      In

its   place  we   provide  2  wires  which  carry   the  audio   signal   to   th;  output   jacks.
The  only  other   parts   in   the   circuit  are  a   selector   switch,   and   a   volume
control    (resistive),   which  we   do   not   believe  makes   any  distortion.

The  net   effect   is   a   feed-through   signal,   which  can   be  volume-controHed
but   is   otherwise  untouched   in   passing   through   the   preamp.

The   reason   for   all    this    is   that   we   like  our  music  whole  and   untouched,

:::n:;1:sd?s±E±jig ::in:::?yj:nt:::i::y.     We  d°  not  toy  and  play  with  the
This    is    the   story   of   our   ZERO-DISTORTION   PREAMP.        If   you   vrould    like

information  on   the  other   amplifiers  we   use,   which   do   have   some   distortion,
send   a   card   to  ACE.

" know-how makes  the  difference"
+`

ORDER    FORM

ACE--I    don't   believe   you,   send:

I     literature  only
I     schematic,   $1.00

(deductible   from  order)

ACE--I    bel  ieve   you,    send:

I      PREAMP   kit,    $74.95
I      ZERO-DISTORTI0N   PREAMP   wired,

$99.95
I       BASIC    STEREO   PREAMP   wired,

$ 122 . 50

CHECK    ENCLOSED    S

ACE AUDIO CO.
25  Aberdeen  Drive,  Huntington,  N.Y.11743

lt   pays   to   read   the   AUDIO   AMATEUR--
DEDUCT    10%   from   prices    if   you   mention
this   magazine

NAME

ADDRESS



INFO    0N    INFO

WHILE   READING   THE   BOOK   REVIEW   in
Issue  #4,1973,   it  occurred  to  me
t:hat  many  readers  may  be  unaware  of
one  free  source  of  technical  liter-
ature .

Bc>th  General  Electric  and  Motor-
ola  publish  "application  notes"
which  are  intended  to  assist  design
engineers  and  encourage  the  use  of
their  products.  Mo€orola  says  to
make  the  request  on  your  company
letterhead,  but  I  sent  a  hand-
written  letter  on  loose  leaf  and
received  all  the  info  I  requested.

Motorola  application  notes  which
may  be  of  interest  to  readers  in-
clude :

AN-18Z--A  Method  of  Predicting
Thermal  Stability

AN-4Z6A--I.ow  Power  Audio  Amplifi-
ers  Using  Complementary  Plas-
tic  Transistors

AN-483B--20   &   30   Watt  Power  Amps
Using  Darlington  Outputs

AN-484A--Medium  Power  Amplifiers
AN-485--Hi  Power  Audio  Amplifiers

with  Short  Circuit  Protection
AN-599--Mounting  Tecinniques   for

Metal  Packaged  Power  Transis-
tors

There  are  eleven  notes  on  opera-
tional  amplifiers  and  a  nultoer  on
power  supply  and  regulation.    (Ask
for  the  Motorola  application  note
catalog . )

The  address  is:
Technical  Information  Center
Motorola  Semiconductor  Prc)-

ducts  Inc.
P.O.    Box   20912
Phoenix,   AZ   85036

Interesting  G.E.  notes  include:
90. 79--Silicon  Power  Transistor  Am-

plifier  Circuits  with  Hi-Per for-
mance  at  Low  Cost

90.99--Medium  Power  Amplifier  Cir-
cuits

90.loo--Hi  Power  Audio  Amplifier
90.14--A  Tape  Erase  and  Bias  Oscil-

lator
The  G.E.   address   is:

Inquiry  Clerk
General  Electric  Company
Semiconductor  Products  Dept.
Bldg.#7,   Mail  Drop  49
Electronics  Park
Liverpool,   NY  13088

The  notes  are  between  two  and  ten
pages  and  are  postage  paid.''Book  Talk"  by  R.N.   Miller  was

good  but  he  left  out  Hi  Fj  Stez`eo
Handbook  by.Boyce   (Sams,   $5.95)  .
Another  good   (inexpensive)   book  for
getting  into  semiconductors  is  rj]e
G.E.   Semiconductor  Handbook.   ±t

costs  only  $2.00  fron  any  of  the
mail  order  houses.
CHRIS   HOENE
Patton,   PA  16668

CORRECTION

ON   PAGE   8,    Issue   #1,    1974   TA.A,   Mr.
Vorhis  states  that  the  pin  numbers
for  the  control  grids  of  the  12AX7s
in  his  Dyna  PAS  preamp  are   2   and  9.

This  is  in  error,  as  the  other
grid  is  pin  7.  Pin  9  is  the  heater
center-tap .
Sgt.    LOWELL   W.    THOMAS     (U.S.A.F.)
A.P.O.  ,   N¥   09401

DOLBY    0N    GLOECKLER

I   READ   WITH  .INTEREST   Mr.   Gloeck-
ler's  article  on  modifying  an  Ad-
vent   (or  Advocate)   Model   101  noise
reduction  unit,  and  was  glad  to  see
that  the  dangers  in  making  any  mod-
ification  to  any  commercial  product
had  been  properly  spread.

I  feel  I  should  point  out,  in  or-
der  to  put  the  modifications  in
their  correct  perspective,  that  the
distortion  in  the  unit  should  be
compared  with  the  tape  distortions,
which  at  Dolby  level  and  7.5  or
3.75   lps   are   typically   2%.   However,
it  is  always  good  practice  to  keep
the  various  components  as  Iow  as
possible,  and  indeed,  later  in  this
letter  I  will  mention  a  further
simple  modification  which  comes  in-
to  this  category.

I  should  warn,  however,   against
the  complete  removal  of  the   "multi-
plex"  filter.  Technically  speaking,
the  filter  is  a  low-pass  filter
with  an  added  notch  at  l9kHz.   Its
purpose  is  to  remove  all  extraneous
high  frequency  signals,  such  as
r.f.   interference,  supersonic  sig-
nals  from  tape  recorder  bias  oscil-
lators  or  certain  types  of  capaci-
tor  microphone,  stray  carriers  from
communication  links,   eta. ,   as  well
as  the  more  obvic)us  stereo  sub-
carrier.

Any  of  these  signals  could  block
the  Dolby  B-Type  encoding  action
with  subsequent  poor  results  in
playback.   We   recommend  for  a  "no-
filter"  position,   C2  i§  removed  and
a  link  connected  across  L2,   thus
removing  the  l9kHz  notch  but  still
retaining  a  low-pass  filter   (at  a
much  higher  cut-of f  frequency)
through  Ll  and  C4.   Of  course,   if
the  30mv  gain  is  not  required,  then
Mr.   Gloeckler's   change  to  Q2   and  Q3
can  still  be  made,  provided  a  6.8k
resistor  is  added  across  C4  to  ter-
minate  the  filter  correctly.

It  is  true  that  much  of  the  dig-
tortion  incurred  comes  from  the
output  stage  Q4/Q5.   This  is  not
fundamental  to  the  Dolby  circuit  of
course,  and  it  is  possible  by
spending  enough  to  make  it  as   low
as  desired.  This  particular  version

isElabE#ijs?:
MlclroFONI

w.Ijtt(i:

. . . f rom

Xerox
University

Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Bd.,

Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
(313) 761-4700

PLEASE  WBITE
FOB  COMPLETE

INFOPMATION

MINIATul]E
CONDEN§EF)

IviicnopHONE
MODULE.

Shown   resting   on   a   dime,   this   high   quality
sound   transducer   can   be   incorporated   into
surveilance,    musical,    or   recording    instru-
ments.  Rebuild  and  update  old  microphones.
Measurlng  about  y+'  sc|uare.  The  Model  5333
contains   an   Integrated   circuit   FET   match-
ing    amplifier    Inside   with   a   frequency   re-
sponse  to  16  Kllz.   Compatlble   (1500^)  out-
put   impedance.   $17.50  postpaid   in   USA  and
Canada.
Other    models    and    complete   conventional
condenser   microphone   kits   also   available.
Write   for   free   brochure   covering   our   com-
plete  line  of  microphones.

EIECTRONIC    ENTERPRISES
•.Oi     P[ST^N^      W^Y          0EPT.^A

LIY[lIM0ll[,   C^Llf.            WiSO
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of  our  circuit  was  designed  with
the  average  user  in  mind,   using
probably  low  speed  tape  and  almost
certainly  two-head  tape  transports.
one  small  point:   t.he  gain  of  Q4/Q5
should  be  exactly  unity,  and  the
fact  that  it  would  not  appear  to  be
(gain  =  R12   divided  by  R16   +  R17)
is  a  measure  of  the  finite  loop
gain  of  the  simple  Q4/Q5  circuit.
The  new  IC  modification  will  have
an  open  loop  gain  several  orders
higher  than  the  discrete  pair  it
replaces,   and  so  R16  should  be  re-
placed  by  a  link  leaving  a  single
150k  feedback  resistor.

Finally,  a  further  simple  modifi-
cation  which  can  be  made  to  reduce
the  distc)rtion  produced  at  inter-
mediate   levels   (-15dB  below  Dolby
level)   by  the  field  effect  transis-
tor.  A  significant  reduction  is
achieved  by  using  the  technique  of
adding  approximately  half  the  drain
voltage  to  the  gate;   to  do  this  we
make  use  of  the  fact  that  the  sig-
nal  at  Q9  emitter  is  a  much  magni-
fled  version  of  the  drain  signal,
and  therefore  a  tap  in  R36  close  to
the  ground  potential  will  give  us
the  desired  signal.   Remove  the
grounded  side  of  R36   from  the  prim-
ted  circuit,   and  connect  between
R36  and  the  now  vacant  ground  a  33
Ohm  resistor,   forming  a  sky-hook  at.
their  join.   Lift  the  grounded  end

of  C20  from  the  printed  circuit  and
cormect  it  to  the  sky-hook.
D.P.    ROBINSON
Chief  Engineer
Dolby  Laboratories,   Inc.
London,   S.W.9,   England

CORRECTION
PLUPERFECTING    PAS

JUST    AFTER    ISSUE    I,     ]974   with    David
Vorhis'    article   on   modifying   the
Dyna   PAS   went    to   press,   we    received
some   disturbing   news:   one   of   Dave's
modified    PAS's   was    acting    up    in    a
friend's   system.     In   combination
with    a    Dyna    ST-120    and    Infinity
2000-A's,    the   modified   PAS   was   pro-
ducing   a    large   oscillation   at   about
two   Hz.   This   occurred   whenever   the
volume   was    turned   up   using    the    low
level     (phono)     input.

Responding   to   cries   for   help,   we
began    tracing    the   problem,    using
both   experimentatictn   and    (helped   by
T4A   f riend    Paul    Taylor)    an    ECAP
computer   analysis.   We   also   confer-
red   with   author   Vorhis   who   expres-
sed   surprise   that   the   osciHation
occurred.   As   the   result   of   our   in-
vestigations,   we   can   stiH    recom-
mend   the   modifications   with   one
change   and   one   caution.

The   power   supply   of   the   PAS   tends
to   produce   a   2Hz   oscillation    (about

2V   peak   to   peak   superimposed   on   the

:t! ,w:::,:;::  :?r::y:r(::::o;fv:::
sistor   values   for   210V   8+   are   re-
tained).    ECAP   analysis   showed   that
use   of   1.OuF   capacitors    (for   C2   and
C3)    in    the    low    level    introduces   a

peak    in   the   subsonic   response    (+7dB
@   5Hz)    as    it   flattens    the   audio
response.

The   combination   of    (1)    the   oscil-
lation   on   the   8+,    (2)    the   subsonic
response   peak   and    (3)    a   power   amp
with   good   response   below   5Hz,    re-
sulted    in   woofers   pumping   to   their
limit    (Infinity   could   say,    a    la
Timex,    "They're   still    pumping!").
With   more   than   a   60   watt   amp   and
speakers    less   forgiving   than   the
2000-A,    the   result  would   not   be
funny,   however.

Author   Vorhis   did   not   experience
the   problem   because     le   did   his
testing   with   a   Wi  11  iamson   20/20

power   amp.    Our   20/20    is   down    36dB   @
5Hz.    No   chance   of   a   problem.    Dave's
ECAP   analysis   didn't    include   fre-

quencies   below   20,    so   he   didn't
catch   the   subsonic   peak.

We   make    two   recommendations.    We
discovered   while   experimenting   that
the   problem   doesn't   occur  with   the
a+   regulated.    So,    if   you   are   going
to   make   the   modif ications   to   the
audio   circuit,   defl]]It:ely   install   a
regulator,   even    if   you   retain   a   8+

takestheNoiseoutofyoursystem.
Not all of it maybe, but up to 10 to 14 dB. And that's

usually enough to have your signal emerge so clear and
pure you will never again want to listen to your favorite
music without the Burwen Noise Pleduction Unit, the
DNF 1201. Just add the DNF 1201  to your Hi-Fi system;
the results from any tape, radio or record source will
amaze you.

*B_u_I_quenIABORAIO\\Ee
DIvl§I0N  0F  0HMTEC  CC)PIPOPIATI0N
209 MIDDLESEx TUBNpiKE, BUF]LiNGTc]N, MA§s, Oiooo [6i7] 27a-i4E}a
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as    low   as    210V.
Secondly,    the   subsonic   peak   can

be   significantly   reduced   by   using

i::1 :::eYa::::e;o:.:?  8T!7:i   ;:-the
stead   of   1.OuF.    This   degrades    the
response   at   20Hz   by   one   tenth   of   a
dB,   which   we   can    live   with.    Since
the   response   of   the   high   level   cir-
cuit   is   flat   even  with   stock   capa-
Ci tors ,

:?o:T:ec
shows   no

47uF,   or   even   0.33uF    (for
seem   to   be   a   good   c.om-

ere   too,   even   though   ECAP
ubsonic   peak   in   the   high

level    response.    You   save   money   and
space  with   no   audible   difference.
Author   Vorhis   concurs   with   us   on
these   two   suggestions.

Avoid   one   hazard:    if   you   put   a
switch   on   your   regulator,   don't
switch   to   unregulated   8+  with   the
volume   up.    The   pulse   could   damage
your   speakers.    Owners   of   power   amps
with    input   Z    less    than    loo,000   Ohms
might   want   to   try   Dyna's   modifica-

:;:I :a::T:Y:,Rzn!6::;ia::  R:r(;:5R)
with    looK.

Old   Colony   Sound   has   held    up
their   kit   pending   resolution   of
possible   problems.    We   have   given
them   the   go-ahead   now   and   they   hope
to   fill    orders   soon.   Their   kit   will
provide   a   circdit   board   for   the
zene rs .

--James   Thoroman

POWER   SUPPLY--fror/  pege   15

hardware   stores   as   hot-plate   repair
heating   elements,   mounted   on   the
board   by   two   4-40   x   i"   brass   ma-
chine   screws   and   four   4-40   x   3/16"
brass   nuts.   The   nuts   and   screws   may
be   plated,   but   should   be   brass   ra-
ther   than   steel.   Two   turns   of   the
wire   we   used   measured   approximately
0.1S].    Thus   with    three    turns   between
the   posts   and   one   turn   under   each
nut   our   resistance  was   approximate-
ly   0.25f2,    causing   our   ser`sor    to
trip   at   2.5A   current   load,   68V   out.
Don't   atteni)t   to  solder   nichrome   to
the   clrcuit   board.

Bend   the    leads   of   Q2   and   Q3   to
match   their   hole   configurations.   Be
sure   that   the   metal   back  of   Q3   does
not   touch   the   coils   or   mounting
posts   of   R1.

The   transformer,   filter   capacitor
C1,    the   fuse,    switch,    pilot    light
and   LED   overload    indicator   should
be   mounted   as   convenient.    Ql   must
be   mounted   using   an    insulator   and
silicon   grease   on   a   substantial,
finned   heat   sink   roughly   4   x   5   x   1''.
The   Texas    Instruments   TIP35C    is    in
a   three   lead   plastic   package  whose
mount   hole   and   two   outside   leads
fit   the   conventional   TO-3   power
transistor   shape   if  you   orient   it
properly.   The   center   lead,   the   col-
lector,   is   connected   to   the  case,
so   its    lead   may   be    installed   under
the   device's    insulated   mounting
screw,    rather   than   soldered   on.   The

Cia.ssified
Cl.assif led      advertising    space    is
open  to  Audio  Amateur's  subscribers
for    private    sales  without  charge.
Trade  classified  advertising  rates s
25¢    per    word    including  name,  ad-
dress,    arm  zip  code,  prepaid  only.
The    Audio    Amateur    cannot    accept
respc>nsibilitg    for    the  claims    of
either  tire  buyer  or  the  seller.

TF]ADE

EVERYTHING   0N   OPEN   REEL!    Prerecord-
ed  classical  and  popular  tapes.
Latest  releases.   Dolby.   Quad.   96-
page   cacalogue   Sl.   BARCLAY-CROCKER,
Room  857   T,   11  Broadway,   New  York,
NY   10004

TIP35    is   a   25A   device   rated   at
100V.    Rll    sets   the   output   voltage
leve 1  .

Our   tests   showed   the   68V   positive
prototype   limited    instantly   on
overloads   and   remained   unaffected
by   instantaneous   2.5A   loads   from   a
no-load   condition.   Varying   line
voltage   ±10V   had   no   effect   on   the
output   level.    Ripple   at   the   output
was    0.0038V    R.M.S.

TRANSISTORS--free  page  25

2,   though,  we  can  usually  do  better  by
using  a  neutralized  coii`mon-source  cir-
cuit,   and  on  the  whole  the  common  gate
arrangement  is  not  so  useful  as  its
counterparts  in  either  the  tube  or  the
bipolar  transistor  world.

Finally  a  word  of  wa.ming.   Experimen-
ting  with   FET',s   is  well  wol`th  while.
They  can  be  used  to  tackle  problems
which  seem  well-nigh  insoluble  with  bi-
polar  transistors.   But  they  are  still
relatively  expensive  and  they  need
careful  handling.   The  gate/channel
junction  will  break  down  at   at)out   50V,
and  this  can  be  induced  so  easily  that
at   times   it   seems   that  you  can  blow  up
a  field-effect  transistor  by  looking  at
it  too  hard.   (There  speaks   the  voice  of
bitter  and  expensive  experience!)   Comb-

MODEL    110    ELECTRONIC    DIVIDING   NET-

WORK.   Uses  plug-in  Bu€terworth  fil-
ters;   6,12,  or  l8dB  per  octave,
your  specified  frequency.   Complete,
including  regulated  power  supply,
ready  to  plug  into  preamplifier  and
power  amplifiers.  For  single  bi-
amplifier,   $89.10;   stereo,   S123.10.
Single  tri-amplifier,   S123.IO;
stereo,   $205.00.  Filters  available
separately,  also  suitable  regulated
power  supplies.  Write  for  brochure.
DecouRSEY   ENGINEERING   LABORATORy ,
11828  W.   .efferson  Blvd. ,  Culver
City,   CA   90230

C/M   LABORATORIES   preamp   #CC-i   only
$360.   Ionofane  #603  loudspeakers
w/Ionic  tweeters,  regular  Sl,300
pair,   only  $885.   B&o  #2600  speak-
ers,  pair  S177.50;   SP-12   cartridge
only   $63.   IMF   loudspeakers,  Moni-
tors  featured.   Futterman  custom
handbuilt.  tubed  amplifiers.   SAE
MK4B  demo  amplifier,   only  $250.   Al-
most  any  audio  products  obtainable.
Trades  accepted.  Audiocraft,  South
Rockwood,   Michigan   48179.    (313)379-
9945

DON'T   PAY   t.he  high  mail   order
prices.   Thieves  Warehouse  is  coming
to  your  area.   Franchises  available.
Thieves  Warehouse,   P.O.   Box   8057,
Pensacola,   Florida  32505

BROADCAST   QUALITY   MIXER   for   disc

jockeys,   theatre  sound  men,  back-
ground  music  operators,  video  and
film  sound  men.   Simultaneous  mixing
of  two  stereo  phonographs,  a  tape
machine   and  a  microphone.   Precue
for  all  inputs  with  built-in  moni-
tor  headphone  amplifier.   Send  for
literature.   $325.00.   GI.I,   Box  2076,
Dept.   AA,   Brooklyn,   NY   11202.    (212)
875-6992.

PRINTEDCIRCUIT     I      I

i,s5,i
IT
TEcll NiQ®U

-® -,® ,-----
Es  Eon THE  HOBB

BOOKLET:82DO:I"?== :ARTWORK
SEND SAS'E  FOR  FLY-E-k .-----

TRUMBUL L , 833 BALRA  DR . ,
EL CERRITO, CA .94 530

ing  your  hair,   handling   a  pla.stic  pen,           HARTLEY   SPEAKERS.   including   24"
straightening  your  tie  or  Chatting  to  a      woofers  in  stock.   Send  for  price
girl   friend   can  all  be   disastrous   in                ii~+   .   <_£_..__1_.__       _list  &  information.  Beveridge,  Bea

2194,   Renton,   WA   98055

PRIVATE

FOR  SALE:   ICS   correspondence   course
entitled  "Audio  and  Sound  Systems
Technology."   10  months  old.   Com-
plete  with  9  binders--3000  pages.
Covers  all  phases  of  audio  and
stereo,  servicing  and  theory,  from
basics  to  advanced.   Cost  over
$850.00,  will  sell  for  best  offer.
Richard  Gicewicz,   16  Cottonwood
P1.,   Albany,   N¥   12205.    (518)    869-
7093
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the  near  vicinity  of  a  field-effect
transistor.

When  the  device  is  in  circuit  it  is
safe  enough  because  there  is  usually
some  kind  of  shunt  resistance  across
the  input;   even  if  this  is  a  hundred
megohms  or  more  it  will  usually  protect
the  junction,  but  befol.e  the  FET  is
used,  always  keep  the  gate  lead  con-
nected  to  either  drain  or  source.   With
care  and  a  little  ingenuity  you  can
manage  this  even  while  you  are  solder-
ing,  using  a  heat  sink  of  course.   Bear
the  precaution  in  mind  and  you  will
Save  your.self  both  money  and  frustra-
•,ion.
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FOR  SALE:   Transformers   and  Chokes,
several  years '   accumulation   (out-
put,  power  filament,  chokes) .   30
t.ypes    (EXAMPLES:   Peerless   S-508A
output,   Stancor  C-2308,  PC-8408,
Triad  HS-27,   UTC  A-10,   A-ll,   HA-
137) .  At  fraction  of  today's
prices.  Please  send  addressed,
stamped  envelope  for  list.   S.
Bowlby,   3534  Conquista  Ave. ,   Long
Beach,   CA  90808

FOR  SALE:   Revox  A-77.   Excellent
condition.   Original  ciwner.  New
heads,  many  extras.   Included:   re-
mote  control,  NAB  adapters,   spare
set  of  heads,  Ampex  alignment  tape,
owner's  manual  and  service  manual
plus  other  small  parts.  Has  built-
in  pover  amps.  Entire  setup  for
$450  plus  shipping.   R.W.   Meals,
1330   Center  St. ,   Redlands,   CA  92373
(714)    792-1177

WANTED:   Persons   in  the  Atlanta,   Ga.
area  interested  in  audio  and  elec-
tronics  who  would  like  to  form  a
group  to  pursue  the  hobby.   I  have  a
fair  collection  of  test  gear  and  arr`
working  on  several  of  rAA's  pro-
jects.   Your  correspondence  and'phone  calls  welcome.   Together  we
can  do  more  and  do  it  better.   Damon
Hill,   3261  Circle  oak  Dr.   NW,
Atlanta,   GA   30339.    (404)    432-0245,
any  evening.

WANTED:   Pairs  of  tube  output  trans-
fomers  of  40  watts  or  more.  Also,
I  have  one  f abulous  Partridge  out-
put  €ransforlner  CFB/O/i.7  with  data
sheets.  It  needs  a  twin,  or  else,
for  trade  or  sale.   Ben  Barkow,   2821
Bathurst  St. ,  Toronto,   Ont.,  Canada

FOR  SALE:   Heathkit  H}l  Harmonic
Distortion  Meter,  untested,  looks
good,   no  manual,   $30.00   (sar`e   as
"-58) .  General  Radio  546-C  Micro-
volter   (attenuator  and  level  meter,
used  with  any  AF'  generator  that  has
no  output  attenuator) ,   $30.  General
Radio  583-A  output  Power   meter,  2.5
to  20k  Ohms   load,   .1mw  to  5W,   $20.
G-R  Variac,   loA,  portable  eased,
banged  up  but  works   fine,   S15.
Novasonic  Audio  Analgesia  System,
includes  white  noise  generator,
controls,  cables,  RCA  cartridge
tape  player,   looks  complece  but.  no
data,   $35.   Alan  S.   Douglas,   Ben
225,   Pocasset,   rA   02559

WANTED :   Bozak  drivers--8200¥' §,
8209B's   at  16  Ohms,   Bl99A's   at   8
Ohms,   N25's.   FOR  SALE:   Center   chan-
nel  woofer  and  enclosure   (Jensen
W12If'  driver)   as  described  in  mrch
1970  Audio  magazin`e.   Mike  Heckler,
5   Daisy  Awe.,   Floral  Pk,   N¥   11001.
(516)   775-5981
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FOR   SALE:   Maclntoch   1500   hybrid  re-
ceiver;   solid  state  preamp  and  por-
tions  of  tuner.  Excellent  condition,
mahogany  case.   Write:   Howard  Sawyer,
Box   30,   Stony   Brook,   NY   11790

WANTED:   Any   Marantz   tube   audio   com-
ponents.   Also  Fisher   125-AX.   State
condition,  serial  number,   and
price.   Bill   Grussemeyer,   31  East
Scephen  Dr.,   Newark,   DE   19711,   or
(302)    737-6799

FOR   SALE:   Pioneer   SR-202   Reverbera-
tion  Amplifier,  perfect  condition:
$50.00.   Write:   George   Mueller,   Idle
Hour  Farm,   Schooley's   Mt.,   NJ   07870

MAKE    REASONABLE    OFFER:    4   Shackman

(British)   ELS  Tweeters  with  match-
ing  transformers.   E.C.   Walls,   7810
E.   Belleview,   Scottsdale,   AZ   85257

FOR   SALE:   BBC-type   PPM,    2   channel,
S145,   Radio  Shack  sound   level  meter
$30,  other  items,   list  available.
M.T.   Kobal,   3003   Van  Ness   St.   N.W.  ,
Washington,   D.C.    20008

HAVE   ANY   AUDIO   AMATEURS    old   tube,
mono  or  stereo,  equipment  which
they  would  like  to  give  or  sell  to
me   at  nc)minal   cost.?   (My  funds   are
very  modest.)   I  plan  t.o  improve   t.he
equipment  through  some  small  modi-
fications  both  for  self-education
and  to  build  a  small  system  for  my
living  room.   I  would  be  most  grate-
ful.   Dennis   Bayzer,   4317  S.   Drake
Ave. ,   Chicago,   IL  60632

WANTED:   Used  but  usable   Eico   902
distortion  analyzer.  Will  also  take
your  Heathkit  IM-48  Intermodulation
analyzer  and  IG-37  stereo  FM  gener-
ator  and  Eico   250  AC  VTVM/amplifier
or  any  high-gain  AC  VTVM.   Damon
Hill,   3261  Circle  Oak  Dr.   NW,
Atlanta,   GA   30339.     (404)    432-0245,
any  evening.

IS   ANYBODY    INTERESTED   in   idea   ex-
changes  along  the  lines  of  rnA  in
the  Tampa-St.   Petersburg  Bay  area?
If  so,   please   drc>p  me   a   card:   H.
Pritchard,18010xford  St.N.,   St.
Petersburg,   FL   33710

FOR   SALE :   Dayton-Wright   XG-8   speak-
ers  with  ST-300  transformer;   Day-
ton-Wright  SP-5000  preamp-equali-
zer;   4   G.E.   6550   tubes    (10   hr.)  ;
Stax  SRX/SRD-7  headphones ;   Decca
4RC--superb ;  Decca  International
and  Colton  Varilift   (new)  ;   SME   3009
11   Imp.    (non-detachable)  ;   QUAD  AM-
11  t.uner  with  power  supply;   Phase
Linear  700  amplifier   (perfect) ;
Watts   Preeners   (new)  ;   Bib  Groov
Kleen  42   (new)  ;   2   Rabco   SL-8E   cart-
ridge  shells   (new) ;   Car  radio
mounting  bracket--foldup  type   (a  &
0,   etc.).   J.   Ross  Robinson,   8888
Riverside  Dr.   E.,   Apt.1707,  Wind-
sor,   Ont.   NBS   IH2,   Canada.    (519)
945-8486

WANTED:   A   Dynaco   PAS-3   preamp,
used,   in  working  condition.   Appear-
ance  unimportant,  want  it  as  cheap-
ly  as  possible.  Also  information
concerning  sources   for  Dolby  encode
and  decode  IC  chips,   and  informa-
tion  concerning  the  related  cir-
cuitry  needed  to  complete.  Write
Matt  .oy,   Weyer  Hall,   Hastings
College,   Hastings,   NB   68901

WANTED:   MAC   75   and   MAC   275   amplifi-
ers.   Need  four  of  each  for  own  sys-
tem.   If  you  know  of  someone  willing
to  sell,  please  put  us  together.
Also  need  help  in  repairing  output
transformerless  power  amp;   no  brand
name.   It  has   twenty  6BN4  output
tubes  and  4000mfd  of  capacitive
coupling.   Help!:   H.L.   Eisenson,   259
C..Ave.,   Coronado,   CA   92118.     (714)
435-4427

WANTED:   In  good  to  excellent  work-
ing  order,  up  to  4  Realistic  elec-
trostatic  3  speakers  with  cross-
overs,   one  Dyna  PAS3X  preamp   and   2
Dyna  Mark   Ill  amps.   Write   stating
condition  and  price  to  S.   Jaffe,
26400  N.   Woodland  Rd. ,   Cleveland,
OH      44122.

IF   YOU   HAVE   BUILT   Hermeyer's   elec-
trostatic  amplifier-speaker,  I
would  like  to  hear  your  comments
and  advice  so  that  I  can  build  one.
Would  any  readers,   especially  in
this  area,  be  interested  in  build-
ing  several  systems  as  a  group  pro-
ject?   Dr.   C.W.   Fowlkes,12460   W.
82nd  Ave.,   Arvada,   CO   80005.    (303)
422-5544

WANTED:   off-t.he-air   audio   tapes   of
"Laugh-in;"   wind  sox  for  AKG  D-190

mikes;   portable  mike  stands.   FOR
SALE:   Bose   1801  amp  with  meters   and
LED's.   T.N.   Colbert,   1008  Engle-
wood,   Parma,   oH   44134

WANTED:    2   Altec   speaker   name
plates,  black  &  gold,   old  style.
Bill  Becker,   3724  Jackson  St.   #101,
Cmaha,   NB   68105

FOR  SALE:   Viking   86   tape  transport,
Viking  36  tape  cartridge  handler
and  Viking  RP83-2  R/P  preamplifier.
Both  units  have  i  track  mono  heads.
Other  heads  and  tape  cartridges
available,  send  for  list,  make  of-
fer.   Robert  Foltz,   1911  Mulford
Ave.,   Bronx,   NY   10461

IDEA   EXCHANGE:    I   would   like   to   hear
from  TAA  readers  in  the  Detroit-
Toledo-Ann  Arbor  area,   for  an  ex-
change  of  ideas.   If  several  people
write,1'11  try  to  organize  a  get-
together.   Bernhard  F.   Muller,   295
Judd   Rd.  ,   Milan,   MI   48160

FOR   SALE:   one   Janszen   Z-6oo   SN
62714,   $75  plus   shipping.   D.   Hada-
way,   1510  N.   Rolfe   #8,   Arlington,
VA   22209



Everything you9ve always
wanted to know about

speakerenclosures,but
didn't know who to ask.
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1S15  S.  Manchester Ave.

Anaheim,  Calif .  92803
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Finally.

Someone  has put  together  a  publication  that tells  you  what you  really want  to
know about loudspeaker enclosure design and construction.  General theory, from
phase  cancellation  to  free  air  resonance.  Sizes and  types,  from  reflex  to  infinite.
Port  tuning.  Selection of materials.  Complete construction  techniques,  from  plans
to finish.  How to achieve  the  u-tmost  in  low frequency  power and accuracy.  And
much more.

That  someone  is  Altec.  The  people who've  been  designing and  producing loud-
speaker enclosures for more than 37 years.  Loudspeaker enclosures that have
consistently met and exceeded the industry's most demanding performance
requirements -those imposed by the recording engineer. That's why more record-
ing engineers have chosen Altec monitors than the next five competitors combined ~
and  still  do.

Whether you ever plan to build your own s|)eaker enclosures or not, this
comprehensive  book will  be  a valuable  addition  to the  technical  reference  library
of any sound enthusiast.

Altec  is  now making this  publication  available  to  the  readers of  The Audio
Amateur at a special  price  of 50¢.  Simply  fill out  the coupon  below and send  it to
ALTEC  Manual,  1515  S.  Manchester  Avenue,  Anaheim,  California 92803  along
with 50¢  plus 25¢  for postage and  handling.

Now that  you know who  to ask,  do it  today.  We'd  like  to  put  our 37 years of
sound experience into your  hands  as  soon as possible.

1515 S.  Manchester Ave.
Anaheim, Calif. 92803
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We  think  that  our new push-pull  cross coupled  input cir-
cuit   represents   a   major   advance   in   amplifier   design.
Those   of   you   who  are  familiar  with   amplifier  circuits
will   recognize   this   as   two   complementary   differential
amplifiers,  with  the  input  and  feedback  points  tied  to-

gether.   This  elegant  little  circuit  makes  possible  a  com-
pletely  push-pull  amplifier.

Push-pull  circuits  produce  distortion  when  they  amplify

just like any  other circuit, but with  one  importan`t differ-
ence.  The  upper  and  lower  halves  of` a  push-pull  circuit

produce   even   harmonic   distortions   that  are  equal   but
opposite  in  phase.  They  will  therefore cancel each  other
out   for  the   most   part  when  combined  at  the  output.
Almost  all  transistor  amplifiers use  push-pull  output and
driver  stages,  but  only  our  new #198  preamp  and  #207
amplifiers are  push-pull  throughout.

The  `'Tiger  .01''#207/A  amplifier  using  this  new circuit
is   packaged   in   a   neat   little  quarter   rack   chassis   and   is

supplied  with   the   perforated  cover  shown.  This  allows

you  to  assemble  a system with  any  number of amplifiers
you   might  want  and  to  later  expand  the  system  if  you
wish.

The #198 preamp uses the same basic circuit as the power
amplifier  and   has  similar  outstanding  performance.   All

inputs  and  tone  control  settings  on the preamp are  push
button  switch  selected.  The  construction  is primarily  on
two   ''mother  boards"  so  wiring  is  kept  to  an  absolute
minimum.

FUTi!

#207/A   AMPLIFIER   KIT...$75.00...14   lbs

How  much  better  is  this type circuit?  Considerably. The
total  harmonic  distortion  of  the  power amplifier is typi-
cally  .020/o  up  to  full  rated  output  of  60  Watts  at  1,000
cycles.   The   really   interesting   thing   though   is  the  fact
that  the  intermodulation  distortion  is  less  than  .01% up

to  rated  output.  This  circuit  is therefore anywhere from
around  ten  to  a  hundred  times cleaner than  previous de-
signs.   Now   it   is  generally  recognized  that  lM  distortion

correlates much  better with  listening tests than  harmonic
distortion.  Our  ears  are   much   more  sensitive  to  distor-
tions that are  not harmonically  related to the signal. This

performance  is  obtained  with  a  circuit  that  has  only  65
db  open   loop  gain.  To  even  approach  this  type  per for-
mance  before  this  required  open  loop  gains  from  80  to
120  db,  60  to  100  db of negative feedback will  give you
low  distortion  with  almost  any  kind  of  circuit,  but  the
resulting   stability   problems  might  make  you  wish  for  a
better way.

#198/A   PREAMP   KIT ..... $69.50 ..... 6   lbs

SOUTHWEST  TECHNICAL   PRODUCTS    CORPORATION
DEPT.  AE,  219  W.  RHAPSODY,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEXAS  78216


